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Murray State'I external
degree program approved
A new external degree program at Murray State University designed to give the adult or
non-traditional learner more flexibility in meeting college education goals was approved Thursday by the Kentucky Council on
Higher Education (CHE).
To be known as the bachelor of
independent studies (BIS)
degree, it is the first such program in Kentucky, although
some 135 colleges and universities across the nation have programs built on a similar concept.
The BIS degree program at Murray State is designed to incorporate the best features of other
programs and initiate some new
components.
President Kala M. Stroup said
the CHE demonstrated confidence in the quality of the MSU
faculty and undergraduate programs by granting authority to
offer this innovative degree. She
added that the external degree
program, which will require 128
semester hours as does the traditional degree on the campus, will
be initiated in the spring of 1987.
"This degree has features that
meet the specific needs of adult.
students whose professional or
family obligations make it dif-

ficult to complete a degree by
following a fixed class schedule,"
she explained.
Flexibility in the program,
which will be administered
through the Center for Continuing
Education at Murray State, is
provided through the curriculum
itself, the way in which credit
may be earned, and reduced
residency requirements.
She pointed out that at least 24
semester hours of credit must be
taken with Murray State, and
those hours can be earned
through
correspondence,
telecourses, individually arranged classes, off-campus offerings
and special examinations.
"The mechanisms for alternative methods of course
delivery are in place," she added. "The BIS degree enables the
student and the faculty to
organize the learning in a way
that best serves adult learners
with the same high-quality
education that is available on
campus."
Five content areas are required in the BIS curriculum; 12
semester hours of basic skills, 12
hours of humanities, 12 hours of
sciences, 12 hours of social
sciences and 30 hours in a "field

News In Brief
WASHINGTON - As U.S. and Soviet experts open a new round
of nuclear weapons talks, the Reagan administration is preparing to scale back its proposal for a 50 percent reduction in globegirdling weapons, a U.S. official said.
NEW YORK - For months, the Americans held hostage in
Lebanon were confronted by a 12-by-15-foot roonrwhere they ate,
exercised, played cards and sometimes argued. The Rev.
Lawrence Martin Jenco tells his story of life as a hostage.
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. - Two satellites scheduled for a
secret launch today will engage in orbital pursuit, with one
crashing into the other in a major test of "Star Wars" technology,
sources report.
WASHINGTON - In cloud-dotted skies at 9,100 feet, an alarm
chimes in the cockpit of a Boeing 727 and a computerized voice
warns of a plane barely visible through the haze - but closing
fast. "Descend! Descend!" the voice directs, and the pilot gently
lowers the aircraft. About 20 seconds later the oncoming
Gulfstream jet swooshes overhead. A collision is averted.
WASIILVGTON - In less than four months, the first 2.1 million
young- men affected by the resumption of selective service
registration will have legally escaped the draft - but those who
failed to register will have also lost eligibility for several federal
benefits.
SANTA BARBARA, Calif. - The White House is staging an extraordinary buildup for a speech on primetime television by
President Reagan and his wife Nancy intended to mobilize
Americans in a war against illegal drugs.
SEATTLE - Archbishop Raymond Hunthausen said the
Vatican has directed him to turn over authority to Auxiliary
Bishop Donald Wuerl in five areas including moral issues such as
birth control and homosexuality.
CLIFTON, N.J. - In the suburban sprawl where wheels are
more useful than legs, the cut-rate auto financing war has
customers climbing fences and waiting in lines to buy cars.
Today is Friday, Sept. 5, the 248th day of 1986. There are 117
days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history: On Sept. 5, 1836, Sam Houston was
elected president of the Republic of Texas.
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Tonight will be partly
cloudy with a 20 percent
chance of showers. Low will
be in the mid 60s with light
north wind. Saturday will be
partly sunny with a 20 percent
chance,of showers and a high
around 80. Northeast 'wind
will be 5 to 10 mph.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for mild days and cool nights
with little chance of precipitation Sunday through Tuesday
Highs will be in the 70s with
lows in the 50s.
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of study." The remaining 50
hours may be elective courses.
Dr. James L. Booth, vice president for academic affairs, said
the field of study project will be
the final step in completing the
•
BIS degree and will be designed
by the student to fit life circumstances and to focus on
specific interests.
Students pursuing an external
degree will also have options not
Itvailable under -existing programs at Murray State to develop
learning contracts with academic
departments and to prepare a
portfolio of work, hobby and
other life experiences that equate
to college-level learning for exSteve Zea, right, chairman of the PADD Industrial Development Task Force and Murray-Calloway
Industry
periential credit.
County Chambr of Commerce !Executive Vice President, was the master of Ceremonies at the
Layne
Martha
Gov.
"While the external degree prowelcome
Zea
Riverfront.
Inn
Executive
Appreciation Dinner held Thursday at the
llty.tt_ --Collins, middle, and Gernot Hochegger. left, president of the featured industry-,Sigri Carbon Comoregram o#eips more_
fin ?bolos by Laurie Brumley
does demand greater Initiative
lion, Hickman, to the dinner.
and responsibility for learning on
the part of the adult student,"
Booth noted.
He cited census data which he
said substantiates the need for
the degree. More than 34,000 people 25 years of age or older in the
20-westernmost counties of Kentucky have between one and
three years of college, while
another 105,000 have a high
school diploma but no postseconBy LAURIE BRUMLEY
dary education.
Staff Writer
The external degree program
proposal at Murray State was
Signi Carbon Corporation of
developed by a 10-member adHickman was the featured invisory committee and the univerdustry at the Purchase Area Insity faculty over a period of
dustry Appreciation dinner
several months in 1985. The MurThursday.
ray State board of regents apThe dinner, hosted by the Purproved it in May prior to its conchase Area Development
sideration by the CHE.
District Industrial Task Force
and the area's chambers of commerce, was held at the Executive Inn Riverfront,
Excellence center
Paducah.
funding expected
Gernot Hochegger, president
of Signi Carbon, was the keynote
to be competitive
speaker. The company's major
product line is graphite elecMOREHEAD (AP) - Some
trodes for the steel producing
university presidents say comindustry.
petition will be keen for state
"Even though Sigri has only
funding for centers of exbeen active in this area for the
cellence, but they may not have
past six years, we are proud that
a chance at qualifying for an enwe have been so well accepted
dowed chair.
as a member of the business
A special committee of the
community of the Purchase
Gov. Martha Layne Collins commended the Purchase Area on its
Council on Higher Education on
Area," Hochegger said. He
Collins said while new industry is important to the
industry.
Thursday approved general
thanked Gov. Martha Layne Colthe state should also recognize and honor exKentucky.
of
growth
guidelines for both special prolins and others present for the
Commonwealth. Also pictured are Judy.
the
in
industry
grams that emphasize an equal
isting
honor and recognition given to
her husband Robert Powell, plant
Hickman,
shot at the money for all eight
of
mayor
Powell,
his corporation.
universities.
manager of the Signi Carbon, the featured industry, and ComIn addition to the Hickman
When the 1986 General
merce Cabinet Secretary Carroll Knicely.
firm, over 80 area manufacAssembly appropriated $2
turers were recognized inMg graphite materials for over ing employees, we will survive
million for endowed chairs - an
cluding 11 Murray and Calloway
years and now operates this crisis and emerge as a key
100
trust,
amount of money held in
County industries.
in West Germany. Ita- part of a restructured graphite
facilities
the interest of Which is used to
Local industries recognized
Austria, Switzerland electrode industry,,"
Sweden,
ly,
benefits
or
augment the salaries
included: Briggs & Stratton;
States," he said.
United
and-the
Hochegger concluded by comof a professorship - one of the
Ellis Popcorn Co., Inc.; Fishercommitted
the -PtIrchase Area
mending
has
Carbon
Sign
stipulations was that the univerPrice Toys; HT & , Dynamic
million in improvements Development District:
$32
sity would have to match each
Foods;
Markets; Kenlake
since asquiring the Hickman
"Gov. Collins, you should be
award dollar-for-dollar.
Lassiter Plaster Co., Inc.; Mursix years ago.
facility
of the work that the Purproud
With the minimum grant for a
Milk
Ryan
Inc.;
ray Fabrics,
Hochegger listed the problems chase Area Development
chair of $500,000, Northern KenCompany; Sager Glove Corfacing the steel 'industry and District is doing for this part of
tucky University President Leon
poration; South Eastern Book
how they affect the graphite sup- Kentucky. They are to be conwill
institution
Boothe said his
Company; and Vanderbilt
plier. "We feel that our dilemma gratulated not only for this uninot be able to come up with th4
Corporation.
Chemical
parallels that of the steel que way of recognizing industry
closely
matching funds.
Hochegger discussed the
Industry,"
he said.
in the Purchase Area, but also
There is a general consensus
corporation,a
his
of
background
"As is usually the case there for the professional way they
among the presidents that the
wholly-owned subsidiary of Signi
are no easy solutions, but we are
University of Kentucky and the
GmbH, headquartered in
confident that, with the conMeitingen, West Germany.
(Cont'd on page 2)
(Cont'd on page 2)
tinued support of our hardworkproducbeen
has
"Signi GmbH

Signi Carbon honored
at area industry dinner

Jumbo jet hijacked in Pakistan
KARACHI, Pakistan (AP) Four Arabs armed with
machine guns and explosives to.day seized a Pan Am jumbo jet
with about 400 people aboard at
Karachi airport and demanded
an American crew fly them to
Cyprus. Pakistani officials said
the gunmen killed an American
passenger and wounded three
airport workers.
However, both State DepartWashington
,-at officials
0114.-g..
and al Pan Am spokeswoman in
New York said they were told
the wounded passenger was

alive. Pan Am said 41 other
Americans were believed on the
New York-bound Boeing 747.
The gunmen, who security officials said Were Palestinians,
told' Pakistan offitials by radio
they had planted explosives on
the plane.
"No American should 'approach the aircraft. Otherwise
we will give Weil a tough fight.
We will not commit
said the hijack loader, identified
only as Mustafa.
Civil Aviation Administration
director general Khurshid Man-

war Mirza, who was negotiating emergency hatch when the
with the hijackers from the con- gunmen seized the plane. Mirza
trol tower; said they demanded said the hijackers set a deadline
an American flight crew come of 7 p.m. (10 a.m. EDT) for a
aboard and fly the plane to flight crew to come On board,
Cyprus.
but did not specify what they
In exchange, they offered to would do if the demand was not
release "at least the women and met.
children and perhaps more,"
The deadline later was extendMizra said.
ed for an hour, Pan Am officials
Officials quoted Mustafa as
said.
saying the gunmen wanted to
•Mirza said the gunmen
free Palestinian'hijackers jailed
wanted the American crew to inin Larnaca.
The three-member Pan Am clude someone who spoke
flight crew escaped through an Arabic.
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Studies say date violence a hidden threat at colleges
their campuses.
But a study of students at Murray State three years ago — as
well as new surveys at other
campuses — indicate at least
one-fifth of all college students
experience some form of courtship violence, and 60 percent
know of someone involved in a
violent relationship.
"The problem is much more
serious on college campuses
than is being recognized by student personnel people," said Ms.
Bogikl-Allbritten.
Mint
page
1)
11141011••• (Cnat'd
C
Abuse cited in the study ranged from threats and shoving to
She explained that companies
handle every aspect of the
slapping, choking, attacks with
like Signi Carbon are critical to
affair,"
a lethal weapon and sexual
Kentucky in terms of the
Gov. Collins told Hochegger,
assault.
economic benefits and employ"on behalf of the people of the
Based on statistics, Sally Torment they provide.
Purchase Area and the entire
rey, director of the Emporia
Commonwealth I want to tell
During Industrial Apprecia- State College Women's
you how much we value your
tion week, Collins said, special Resource Center in Kansas, has
company."
tribute should be paid to the
compiled this scenario of
state's existing industry. She ex- typical, advanced courtship
pressed the hope that "we never
violence:
become so comfortable that we
It's a fairly serious relationtake our existing industries for
ship and one, or maybe both, exgranted."
perienced some physical abuse
In recognition to Hochegger's
as a child. He has a volatile
contributions, Collins bestowed
temper, is jealous and has trouon him the honor of Kentucky
ble adjusting to college
Colonel.
demands.
Secretary of Kentucky's ComShe is emotionally dependent
merce Cabinet, Carroll Knicely, upon him. They argue a lot, but
told Hochegger "how proud we
she's more adept at put-downs.
are that you are a part of that
The relationship has broken up
growing industrial family in
several times.
Kentucky. Kentucky is really on
After an episode of violence,
the move."
he's very contrite. He promises
Knicely said the "sense of
it won't ever happen again. She
teamwork and cooperation felt
wants to believe him. They feel
here" has spread throughout the
closer in the aftermath of
state and has become a "comviolence — at least until the next
mon theme" throughout the
time.
state.
"It's a curious thing," said
Steve Zea, executive viceMs. Torrey.- -"We've always
president of the ' Murray-. ---thought„-thol with spouse_ Ouse,
ealFoWily COunty Chltniber—bf It wa's the marriage, finances,
Gernot Hochegger
Commerce, served as master of
children that keep the woman in
President
ceremonies for the appreciation
a battering relationship. And
Corporation
Signi Carbon
dinner.
By KILEY ARMSTRONG
Associated Press Writer
The practice of threatening,
slapping Or beating a girlfriend
or boyfriend is a more alarming
trend on campuses than most
college officials realize, researchers have found.
"We didn't discover child
abuse until the '60s, or spouse
abuse until the '70s. But they've
been there forever. Now, court-

"Ship abuse is the topic of the
'80s," said Rosemary BogalAllbritten, associate profes.sor
of social work at Murray State
University.. 10
A national survey she recently
completed with her husband,
William Allbritten, the university's director of counseling,
found most college officials
were aware of only one to 10 incidents of courtship violence on

Sign

here we don't have those things,
yet there's still a tendency for
people to stay in the
relationship."
- In a paper presented Wednesday to the American
Sociological Association, Jan
Stets and Maureen Pirog-Good
of Indiana University found that
most courtship violence occurs
after the initial dating stage,
when the panthers, no longer on
their best behavior, fall into a
brutal power struggle.
The Indiana research also
turned up a double standard,
Ms. Stets said.,
"A woman who is serious with
a man tolerates her partner
dating other women and is less
likely to use violence in order to
control her panther's behavior,"
she said. "However, a man is
less likely to permit his partner
to see other men ... and may use
violence to control who she sees.
In turn, the woman is going to
respond to this violence with
violence."
Out of a random sample of 505
students who had a girlfriend or
boyfriend within the past year,
the Indiana researchers chose
126 males and 206 females to
study. Nineteen percent of the
women and 12 percent of the
men said their partner had inflicted physical violence on
them.
Ms. Bogal-Allbritten found
that abusers and victims had
histories of family violence. And
she estimated that 20 to 40 percent of couples remain together
after violence.
The problem also is similar to
spouse or child abuse in that it
"cuts across all educational
levels, classes, races," she said.
In a telephdhe interview. -4
Like a battered wife, she said,
the abused girlfriend "often has

been told she's not a very worthwhile individual. It's the same
type of dynamics — trying to
Isolate her, limit her friendships, her contacts with
family."
"We all want to be paid attention to. Often times we can't get
positive attention from someone
so we settle for negative attention," she said. —I'm spanking
you because I love you' — kids
hear that and transfer it to their
adult relationships."
Ms. Bogal-Allbritten said colleges should form links with
spouse abuse shelters and update training for counselors.
Beeause acceptance of
violence tends to begin in
childhood, education should
begin in grade school to "help
the child understand that that
isn't a normal relationship," she
said.
Murray State has begun
educating dormitory assistants
about date violence and Ms.
Bogal-Allbritten's social work
students now study family
violence.
And in Kansas, a network of
educators from Emporia State,
the University of Kansas and
elsewhere is working to raise
statewide awareness.
Formal programs on courtship violence and date rape have
begun at Emporia State. Dorm
assistants there get up to one
day's training on courtship
violence and acquaintance rape,
learning how to defuse violent
situations and persuade people

A 4-

Program to help smokers
quit stholcingt at MCCH
Fresh Start, a pcogram to help
smokers stop the smoking habit,
will begin at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, Monday, Sept.
15.
Four class sessions are
scheduled: Sept. 15; Wednesday,
Sept. 17; Monday, Sept. 22 and
Wednesday, Sept. 24. Each session will meet from 7 p.m. to 9
p.m. in the third floor classroom
at the hospital.
Fresh Start is a smoking cessation program developed by the
American Cancer Society. The
local class will be conducted by
Kathie Broach, health promotions director at MCCH,and Dr.

Weekend

_
to seek counseling.
Ms. Torrey, who also is an expert on battered wives and rape,
said the wife is the primary victim of marital violence, while
both partners may be attackers
in courtship violence.
Sociologist Jeffrey Chin, an
assistant professor at LeMoyne
College in Syracuse, agreed, finding that abuse by men and
women seems to he "roughly
equal."
Chin said his incomplete study
indicates male abusers use their
hands more — pushing, hitting
or choking their victims — while
females "use some kind of instrument or throw something."
But Ms. Bogal-Allbritten
countered: "With the average
male and average female who
are abusing one another, the
female's going to get short end
of stick. Physically, she's not going to be able to do a lot to the
male."
Chin also agreed that students
and college officials tend to deny
the problem exists, even though
his preliminary results show
about 20 to 30 percent of the LeMoyne population has experienced date violence.
The Bogal-Allbritten findings
were made public last week. The
researchers contacted a total of,.
1,922 campus housing director*'
counseling and health center
directors, student development
vice presidents, security directors and chaplains through professional organizations. In an
earlier study they questioned officials at spouse abuse shelters.

Jim Frank, professor of physical
education, health and recreation
at Murray State University.
Frank is a widely-recognized
speaker for the Arrierican Cancer
Society.
The program has been designed to help smokers give up the
habit by firtiViding them Withmoral support and related health
and medical information dealing
with the use of tobacco, a hospital
spokesman said. It is offered free
of charge by the Hospital and the
cancer society.
For more information, call
Kathie Broach,753-5131 extension
144.

-

Reports released today

Jobless rate declines
By RICK GLADSTONE
AP Business Writer
Civilian joblessness dropped
0.1 percent to 6.8 percent in
August, the third consecutive
monthly decline, the Labor.
Department reported today.
Unemployment stands at its
lowest rate since January, the
department said.
Employment rose to a record
110,155,000 as 240,000 to 275,000
jobs were created last month, it
said. The largest job gains were
recorded for business and health
care services, where 65,000 jobs
were created.

A great choice!
McGregor® vest
or dress slacks.

Yocum quits
as senator for
37th District

Orig. 22.50 and $24. Men's fashionable
favorites start with the ever-popular
sleeveless sweater vest by McGregor"'
Of acrylic blends in handsome solids.
Try on the tri-blend solid dress slacks
and don't keep the world waiting!
Men's sizes.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State Sen. Danny Yocom, a
—Louisville Democrat who was
first elected to the General
Assembly in 1971,- officially
resigned his 37th District seat today, citing the health problems
still lingering from a stroke he
suffered last May.
In his resignation letter to
Gov. Martha Layne Collins,
Yocom said he is proud of the accomplishments of the Senate
during his 14-year tenure.
Yocom was chairman of the
Senate Business Organizations
and Professions Committee and
was elected majority caucus
chairman in 1976 and 1979.

er

There was good news in
manufacturing jobs. The department's monthly survey of
business establishments showed
such employment rising for the
first time since January, adding
19,000 jobs to bring total factory
employment to 19,135,000.
Meanwhile, sales figures from
late August show U.S. retailers
enjoyed a back-to-school boom
and U.S. carmakers suffered at
the expense of imports, raising
questions about where
American consumers will spend
their money in coming months.
Major domestic car producers
have announced major sales incentive over the past week, hoping to empty 1986 surplus models
and gain an edge over imports.
But this may mean consumers
will buy an American car with
savings that otherwise would
have been spent for other retail
items.
No. 1 retailer Sears, Roebuck
and Co. said Thursday that sales
for the four weeks ended Aug. 30
rose 4.3 percent over a year ago;
No. 2 K mart Corp. said sales
rose 7.4 percent; No. 3 J.C. Penney Co. reported a 5.5 percent
gain. Sales jumped 12.3 percent
at No. 4 Dayton Hudson Corp.
and spurted 40 percent at fastgrowing Wal-Mart Stores Inc.,
No. 5.
"This is the first noticeable
uptick we have seen in probably
14 months," said Jeffrey
Edelman, a retailing analyst
with the New York investment
firm Drexel Burnham Lambert
Inc.

Universities... (Cont'd from page 1)
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University of Louisville, with
their broader constituencies,
will have the best shot at the
money, which is to be divided so
that four chairs are endowed.
Such is not the case in the
competition for the 11.875
million set aside for centers of
excellence.
"Every institution should
have an opportunity to compete
for a center, thoffgh there is no
guarantee they will get one,"
said Kentucky State University
President Raymond Burse.
Burse and the other presidents
declined to say how many grants
for the centers should be awarded and how they should be divided among the schools

"There's no need to have one
or two campuses have all of
these," said U of L President
Donald Swain. "We're not arguing that at all."
By the same token, Swain
said, "There is no guarantee
that all eight institutions will get
one."
The chosen centers will likely
be already existing programs or
disciplines that the schools
believed can be enhanced with
additional dollars
Under the guidelines adopted _
Thursday, the universities will
have to make some financial
commitment to a center, but in
what amount or what form is left
open.
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By John Cuniff

More whimpering
from behind bars

Squeeze being put on economy
NEW YORK (AP) — The
fact force anxious merchants to
likelihood of tax overhaul, the
eld their bidding. In this respect,
efforts of the Federal Reserve to
consumers seem to be
spur the economy, the ingenuity
demonstrating that they are as
of marketing people and the
expert in marketing as the
anxiety of sellers are combining
professionals.
to put the squeeze on the
The battle of wits and wallets
economy.
between consumer and seller is
"Squeeze" generally has
in marked contrast to the condinegatiVe connotations in regard
tion that existed two decades
to the economy, such aS a
ago when the consumer movesqueeze on incomes or profits. In
ment gained momentum.
this instance, however, it refers
At that time it was generally
to squeezing the ultimate in acconcluded that the consumer
tivity out of a fairly arid
was no match for sellers
,-economy.
because, it was said, that in
The big squeeze also poses a
terms of knowledge and comquestion about next year: Is the
petence, the consumer was a
big sales effort likely to be at the
part-time amateur in an arena
expense of 1987's economy?
run by professional sellers.
That is, are people buying now
The marketplace tension
what otherwise they might have
shows up also in surveys of propostponed until next year?
ducers and sellers.
Evidence of the squeeze is all
The latest National Federaabout:
tion of Independent Business
• Interest rates on
study of 1,738 companies showed
automobiles as low as zero pera record-low number of them
cent a year.
plan to raise prices in the next
• Big rate cuts on bank cards
three to six months, and that
in some areas, such as
maybe 15 percent will reduce
Connecticut.
prices.
• Real estate auctions in overAn added factor in the intense
built or economically depressed
competition for consumer
regions.
money is the inability of
• Rent discounts, or occadomestic companies to take adsionally "free" rent as an invantage of the decline in the
ducement to sign leases.
trading value of the dollar.
•Price discounts, or perpetual
In theory, a dollar decline
sales in almost parts of the
benefits domestic producers,
•
country.
since it raises the cost of imports
All these efforts have a com- and lowers export prices. But
mon origin in the reluctance or evidence of this is difficult to
inability of consumers to buy as find so far, forcing domestic
much as manufacturers and companies to compete all the
retailers had anticipated. harder.
Significantly, surveys show conThe tax impact is more
sumers are optimistic, but understandable.
reserved also.
Tax reform, if enacted as now
The latest University of proposed, would limit interest
Michigan survey shows con- deductions on money borrowed
' -Burners ekpect discounts, and for most purchases, including
that they decline to buy when cars. Because of this, investdiscounts are removed.
ment advisers everywhere are
Voreover, they expect dis-,„ ayggesting that clients buy now
counts to be reinstated, and in's.: instead of in 1987.
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I've just read my morning
mail, and I'm filled with feelings
of guilt and remorse. It seems
that I have hurt Brad's feelings.
You remember Brad, don't
you? Brad Lieberman. He's doing a 20-year stretch in a state
prison for a dozen or so rapes.
Brad just sent me a lengthy
letter, criticizing a column I
recently wrote about him and
his complaints that he wasn't being treated properly in prison.
I wrote that column after Brad
griped to a soft-hearted state
legislator that he wasn't being
given the opportunity to further
his college education, study
musi.C, or have adequate
recreation.
He's being deprived of these
activities because he has placed
himself in protective custody —
isolated from the other
prisoners, because he thinks
they will hurt him.
I guess I was insensitive to
Brad's needs, so I wrote a column lacking sympathy and
understanding.
My knee-jerk reaction was
that if Brad hadn't made a practice of rapping on doors, telling
..women he was a plumber checking for leaks, then raping them,
-he wouldn't be in prison.
To me, that didn't seem like
proper behavior for a young
man (he's now 26) who had been
raised in a prosperous home in.
the suburb of Skokie, went to excellent schools and leda comfortable life.
So, I advised Brad to serve the
remaining_ 14 years of his

sentence as best he could, and to
remember that when he got out
he'd be only 40 and would have
many prime years ahead of him.
If he could just avoid knocking ,
on the doors of ladies to whom he
hadn't been properly
introduced.
Now Brad has responded. I
would like to print his entire letter, but it's so long that it would
fill this and the next page. So I'll
just try to summarize.
Brad again says that life in
prison is pretty miserable. The
prisoners form gangs, and if you
aren't part of a gang, you could
be at their mercy.
"I am 6-3, and weigh well over
240," Brad says. "I am strong as
an ox and can handle myself
with any man, one on one.
However, in this place, gangs
come at guys with knives, clubs
and sufficient numbers with
which to totally devastate
anyone they target."
I don't doubt that. But the
question is, why are they after
Brad? It's not because of his
race, since he's at Menard State
Prison, where the majority of
prisoners are white.
Brad explains. Before he went
to prison, he worked as a private
security guard for a department
store- and a—f-e-w other
companies.
And, he says, he was so
zealous in collaring thieves,
felons and -other wrong-doers
that his reputation as a fearless
lawman has spread through the
prison.
So, the other prisoners know

that Brad — while working as a
watchman in a department store
— was responsible for sending
many of their pals_ to jail. And
they want to get even.
I wasn't aware that a department store security guard could
send that many guys up the
river, but that's what Brad says.
He goes on to tell how crowded
the prisons are, how bleak life
there can be, and how much better off society would be if
prisoners could be rehabilitated,
so they'could be useful citizens
when they get out.
I haven't read anything like
that since the last 50 or so stories
that were printed in Chicago
newspapers about how
miserable life is in prison.
He also says — and I know this
will come as a shock — that he
didn't commit any of those
rapes. He was not the "plumber
rapist," as the police and the
press dubbed him.
Instead, he was a victim of
"an overzealous news media only interested in out sensationalizing competing
news bodies..."
Maybe that's true. On the
other hand, I don't recall that it
was a reporter who nabbed
Brad. It was the cops.
Nor did any reporters testify
against him. The testimony
came from women, such as one
who wrote me a letter that said:
"Being one of his victims, I
can certainly•Attest to his incredible ability tO lie and Wis
cry-baby antics. I can still
remember vividly waiting at the

police station through the wee
hours with 10 other women,all of
us his victims. Each of us
positively identified him as the
rapist. God only knows how
many did not come forward.
"As far as I'm concerned, I
would like to see him moved to
some remote island of nuclear
waste tO spend the rest of his
days cohabitating en masse with
more of his iand."
But to get back to Brad's
letter.
He says: "The next time an
ex-convict does something
stupid and violent, you can accept part of the blame for
wasting valuable journalistic
power and influence by letting
the very real and very huge problem go unexamined and, as a
result, uncorrected."
In other words, I should not
have written about Brad and his
complaints to a state legislator
about how unhappy he is, but
about the big picture — that life
in our prisons is not a cup of tea.
Gosh, was anybody else besides
me unaware that being in prison
wasn't like a trip to Disney
World?
And he concludes by saying:
"I hope that you feel a senhe of
- You acaccomplishment.
complished nothing. You jerk."
That hurt, being called a jerk
by Brad. I feel so bad that I think
I'll go home and cry myself to
sleep. ,
On.the other hand, maybe I'll
just stop in a bar, have a beer,
and chuckle awhile.

•

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Murray State University has
been awarded a grant renewal
of $101,215 by Kentucky Department of Human Resources for
1976-77 in support of
undergraduate social work program on campus.
Steve Beatty, son of Dr. and
Mrs. Durwood Beatty of Murray, has accepted a graduate
teaching assistantship in
physics department of Iowa
State University. He is a
graduate of Murray High School
and Murray State University.
Elected as officers of Baptist
Men of Sinking Spring Baptist
Church were Wayne Whitney,
David Smotherman, Ronnie
Walker, Walter Hedges, Jim
Neale and Ray Newsome.
Over 10,000 fans were present
for the opening football game of
Murray State University Racers
at Stewart Stadium. Murray
beat Southeast Missouri 14 to 3.
Twenty years ago
Wayne A. Norton, public relations director at Findlay College
for last three years, has joined
the public relations staff at Murray State University.
Airman Johnny L. Weaver,
son of Mrs. Nell C. Weaver, has
been selected for technical
training at Lowry AFB, Colorado, as a U.S. Air Force munitions specialist.
Mrs. Joe Pat Ward and Mrs.
Thomas Jones spoke about
"Recovery, Inc." at a meeting
of Murray Civitan Club. Joe
Morton, president, presided.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Anderson of Hazel and Mr. and Mrs.
F.H. Fleischman of Nashville,
Tenn., have returned from a
vacation in Detroit, Mich., and
Canada.
Thirty years ago
Randall Patterson, Calloway
County Court Clerk, urges

residents to register to vote by
Sept. 8 in order to be able to vote
in November election.
John Whitnell, Grogan
Roberts and James C. Williams
are serving on Board of Tax
Supervisors. They were appointed by Murray City Council.
Special articles on the activities of Calloway
Homemakers Clubs have been
written for publication by Mrs.
Bunn Swarm, Mrs. Curtis Hayes
and Mrs. Herman Barber.
Miss Wanda Sue Diuguid,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rex
Stone Diuguid of Murray, and
Ewing Caldwell Burchett Jr.,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ewing
Caldwell Burchett Sr. of Pembroke, were married Sept. 2 at
First Methodist Church,
Murray.
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Leaving behind remembered places and
familiar faces is one of life's toughest
realities. You feel so lost and lonely in
strange new surroundings. You're heart

ARP
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sick.
If you have just moved to Murray and
are trying to settle into a new life, here's a
thought. What better place to begin than
with a sympathetic, concerened church
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TED DELANEY, Circulation & Production Manager
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BOB TAYLOR, Classified Manager
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services.
Together we can get to the heart of your
problem.

The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street

SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by carriers 1.4 00 per month
payable in advance By mall in Calloway County and to Benton. Hardin
Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky . and Paris. Buchanan and Purvear
Tn . $32 50 per year By mall to other destinations 1149 60 per year
IN' To reach all departments of the now.aleakahone 753-1916
The.Murray Ledger & Times is• member of Associated Press Kentlick‘
Press Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers Association
The Associated Press is exclusively enUUed to news originated by The Mur
ray Ledger & Times

Dr. David C. Roos, Minister

L.

.1

The First Christian Church (Disciples
of Christ) has a program for nearly
everyone of every age and interest. The
only thing we don't have that we should is
you. But that can be remedied quite
easily. Your new life can begin next
Sunday when you join us in worship
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Sigmas plan supper

Choir event Saturday
The "Back-to-School Blast" fdr Children's
Choirs of Memorial Baptist Church will be Saturday, Sept. 6. The group will meet at the church at
10:30 a.m. and will then go by van to Pizza Inn
where each child will then get to make own pizza.
The group then will return to church for a film.
Milton Gresham is minister of music and youth
of the church.

Missioner will speak

Vincent will be speaker
Loretta Sue Vincent of Cottage Grove, Tenn.,
formerly of southern California, Will speak at
meeting of Paris Chaper of Women's Aglow to be
Saturday, Sept. 6, at 9 a.m. at W.G. Rhea
Library, Paris, Tenn.

Larry Vine will speak
Larry Vine, pastor of First Assembly of God,
Camden, Tenn., will speak at a meeting of Paris
Chapter of Full Gosepl Business Men's
Fellowship on Saturday, Sept. 6, at Avalon
Restaurant, Paris, Term. Dinner will be served
at 6:30 p.m. and the meeting will start at 7:30
p.m.

_Free blood pressure checks will be given for
senior citizens at Hazel Community Center on
Wednesday, Sept. 10, from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Edythe Frantz and Bea Hughes, nurses, will conduct the tests. The center will be open from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. with lunch to be served at noon.

Luncheon scheduled
A ladies' day luncheon is scheduled Wednesday, Sept. 10, at noon at Murray Country Club.
Evelyn Jones and Libby Hart are co-chairmen
and reservations should be made by Monday.
Other hostesses will be Blanche Titsworth, Jo
Oakley, Deanna Parker, Dean Poston, Mary Lou
Rayburn, Janet Wallis, Jan Wilson, Sue Costello,
Cindy Howard, Joni Billingtcsi, Sharon Brown,
Nancy VVhitmer, Odessa Stubblefield, Alice Purdom and Cathey Young.

Ragsdale will speak
Coldwater United Methodist Church Women
will meet Monday, Sept. 8, at 7:30 p.m. at the
church with Linda Easley in charge of the program. Cindy Ragsdale, social worker, Long
Term Care Unit, Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, will be guest speaker. She will speak
about Alzheimer's disease which affects an
estimated 2.5 million American adults and
causes 150,000 deaths annually. There is no
known cause or cure, but it is receiving increased study and research. "All men and women are
urged to attend this meeting to hear Mrs.
Ragsdale speak about symptoms of disease and
how to care for those who have the disease," a
church spokesman said.

We are pleased to announce that Julie Sims,
bride-elect of Steve
Dunn, has selected
her stoneware and
stainless from our complete bridal registry.
Julie and Steve will be
married Sept. 27.

The ShoWcase
7534541 121 By-Psis

Insurance

Skating party Monday

Club plans meeting

Rangers plan field day

Free checks Wednesday

Memory

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Lee will observe their
40th wedding anniversary on Sunday, Sept. 7.
The couple was married on Sept. 7, 1946, by
the Rev. J.H. Thurman
at his home.
Their witnesses were
Nadine Hutchens
Beane, sister of Mrs.
Boy Scout Troops 45 and Ti v1111.hold-a CftyLee, and Charles
wide Court of Honor on Monday,Sept. 8, at 7p.m.
Burkeen.
at First United Methodist Church, South Fifth.
Mrs. Lee, the former
and Maple Streets, Murray. Awards and recogniGeneva Tucker, is the
tion %%41 be made to all Scouts for their
daughter of Mrs. Porter
achievements during the summer and atten(Clara Wyatt Tucker)
dance at summer camp, according to leaders of
Hutchens of Murray and
the troops. All parents and interested persons
the late Charlie Tucker.
are invited to attend, the Scout leaders said.
Mr. Lee is the son of
the late Oliver Lee and
Lea Sheppard Lee of
Murray Elementary Schools, Carter and
Calloway 'County.
Robertson Centers, will have a skating party on
They have one
Monday, Sept. 8, from 6 to 8 p.m. at Roller
daughter, Wymnona
Skating of Murray. Students may skate for $2.50
Brinn; one son, Terry
each with $1 going to PTO. Parents and teachers
Lee and his wife, Barmay skate for 25 cents each.
bara; and two granddaughters, Teresa Lee
and Stacey Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee will
South Pleasant Grove Homemakers Club will
celebrate their annivermeet Wednesday, Sept. 10, at 1:15 p.m. at
sary with their family
Crossland Store Lot. The group will go to a suron Sunday.
prise meeting place, a club spokesman said.

Sigma Department of Murray Woman's Club
will meet Monday, Sept. 8, at 7 p.m. at the club
house. A salad supper will be served with Martha
Andrus, Mona Blankenship, Diane Buckingham,
Donna Cathey and Cindy Cohoon as hostesses.
Department officers are Kathy Kopperud, chairman, Eileen Portner, vice chairman, Vicki
Jones, secretary, and Donna Cathey, treasurer.

Court of Honor Monday

The South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Men will have a breakfast on Sunday, Sept. 7, at 8
a.m. at The Boston Tea Party, Holiday Inn. The
Rev. Billy Joe Jackson, 'rnissioner 'of
Neighborhood Centers in Memphis, Term., will
be the speaker. Wives are invited to the
breakfast, a spokesman said.

,
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"2 Prints for
The Price of 1" I
Limit one coupon per customer and one
coupon per roll with this ad.
Expires Sops. 12th, 1986

WMU of First Baptist Church will observe the
Week of Prayer for State Missions during the
week of Sept. 7-13. Special meetings will be at
9:30 a.m. in the church chapel on Monday, Sept.
8, Tuesday, Sept. 9, and Thursday, Sept. 11. New
WMU officers will be intalled during Tuesday's
meeting. The Eliza Broadus offering will be
taken with the goal of the church being $2,250.

Harris Grove
Homemakers Club will
open the new club year
with a meeting at Ellis
Community Center on
Wednesday, Sept. 10, at
10 a.m.
Hattie Lee Galloway
and Fran Gardner will
be ,hostesses. All
members are urged to
attend and visitors are
welcome.
The club members
met at Bonanza

Jonathan T. Hodge born
The Rev. and Mrs. R.P. Hodge of 1102 Olive
St.," Murray, are the parents of a son, Jonathan
Tyler, weighing seven pounds seven ounces
measuring 204 inches born MI Friday, Aug. 29,
at 1:50 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. They have another son, Jeremy, 22
months. The mother is the former Jeanine
Tuten. The father is minister of youth and education at First Baptist Church. Grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Hodge of Loudon, Term., and
the Rev. and Mrs. Barney 'ruten of Scotia, S.C.
Two great-grandmothers are Mrs. Velma Hudson of Loudon, Term., and Mrs. Vine Crapse of
-Robertville, S.C.

Lisa Spann
hostess for
club meeting
New Providence
Homemakers Club will
meet Tuesday, Sept. 9,
at 1 p.m. in the home of
Lisa Spann.
This will be the first
meeting of a new club
year. All members and
interested persons are
Invited to attend.
The club held its last
meeting at the home of
Marla Thomason.
"Updating Older
Homes" was the lesson
presented by Gail
Herndon.
The devotion was
given by Patsy Pittman
who also led the recreation. Reports were given
by Lisa Spann.
Mrs. Thomason was
elected as president for
the 1986-87 club year.
Other members present were Beth Falwell
and Dorval Hendon.
Visitors were Sue Hall,
Jacob Falwell,
Stephanie Spann, Shanna Spann and April
Thomason.

Hospital lists patients
Two newborn admisMrs. Marjorie
sions and dismissals at Garland, Rt. 8, Box 555,
Murray-Calloway Coun- Murray; Ms. Geneva
ty Hospital for Thurs- Kendall, 102 Garden St.,
day, Sept. 4, have been Murray;
released as follows:
Randy Thweatt, Rt. 5,
Newborn admissions
Box 969, Murray; Mrs.
Barnett baby boy, Wilma Billington, 1701
parents, Diane and Parklane, Murray;
Myles, 105 South Broach
Gregory Douglas, Rt.
St., Murray;
7,
Box 128, Mayfield;
Stode baby boy,
parents, Violet and William C. Elkins, 1311
Kerry, Rt. 6, Box 291A, Wells Blvd., Murray;
Charles Raines, 501
Murray.
Vine St., Murray; Mrs.
Dismissals
Dulcie Douglass, 217
Mrs. Barbara
Woodlawn, Murray;
O'Bryan and baby girl,
Rt. 9, Box 513, Benton;
Mrs. Bertie Paschall,
Mrs. Wanda Robertson Rt. 1, Box 22, Almo;
and baby girl, Rt. 1, Box Mrs. Beatrice Smith,
176A, Buchanan, Term.; 1001 Vine St., Murray;
Mrs. Peggy Allgood
Oliver Stubblefield,
and baby girl, 1110 Cir- Rt. 5, Box 340, Murray;
carama Dr., Murray; Mrs. Vera Ward, 109
Mrs. Margaret Scar- Spruce St., Murray;
brough, 1711 West Olive Joseph Bacsa, Rt. 3,
St., Murray;
Box 295, Murray.
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Frances Drake
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR SATURDAY,SEPTEMBER 6, 1986
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Olt
Don't be competitive with a partner. Impatience makes it hard for you
to be cooperative. Something new is
on the horizon for tonight.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Be careful of long-shot financial
gambles. There could be difficulty
with a co-worker. Ingenuity, though,
brings job benefits.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
It may not be the time for expansion in business. You're in the mood
to do something different for fun.
Don't argue about intimate matters.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Time will tell whether a new career
venture is workable, but there's no
harm in keeping practicalities in mind
for today. Watch friction at home.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
Investments need further scrutiny.
You're in the mood to take risks
financially. New pleasures are the
antidote for nervous tension.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
Make sure you know what you're
getting into regarding a real estate
venture. Don't argue with a date
about money. Work goes well from
the home.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
Even in creative areas, one must be
aware of certain practicalities. Avoid
arguments with a family member.
Impromptu travel proves pleasurable.
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ARMED AND
DANGEROUS .

Sausages
Fresh Fruit
Hash Browns
Deli Salads

The Dakota
'A

COLUMIDIA PiCTURFS

(1:30) 7:15 Only

-

all you can eat 495
kids eat for only 1 95

R

(3:15) 9:15 (hrily

A

Bacon
Ham
Eggs
Waffles
Cobbler
Muffins
Gravy
Biscuits
Corned Beef Hash

AT GUARD DOG SECURITY, --‘\
Demi'r JOHN
CANDY IS UNDERCOVER.
Moore

About-last
night•••

coe

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Be sure to get appraisals or advice
from experts before investing in a
collectible. Let go of a resentment for
peace of mind Anger makes for
mental unrest.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Watch out for infeasible tangents.
Social life is accented, but there
could be a conflict with a friend
about a financial matter.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Now's not the time to insist on your
rights in business. Downplay ego in
dealing with higher-ups. Behind-thescenes moves are favored over direct
confrontations.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
A tip from a friend may not make
good business sense, but otherwise
you should have an enjoyable time
now. Avoid ideological disputes.
PISCES
)4011.
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Those contemplating going into
business for themselves should not
underestimate the risks involved. A
friend may be somewhat touchy.
YOU BORN TODAY work well with
groups and are interested in helping
others. You enjoy large enterprises
and can make your mark in the
business world. You also may be
drawn to work that involves research
or caring for others. Law, medicine,
government service, and businesses
related to the Arts inay appeal to you.
Literature, art and theater are other
possible vocations.
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Sunday Brunch
9 a.m.-2 p.m.
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also gave the devotion
with scripture from
Mark 13:37.
Eight members of the
club had a summer getto-gether at a Hardin
restaurant.

Parents or Peers," in
the absence of the chairman, Marie Hicks.
A special newsletter
on "Famous Kentucky
Women" was given by
Elizabeth Parks who

The Dakota

HR

274533 3TEL.41

Ar

John Cusack
Demi Moore

e

Restaurant, Mayfield,
for their June meeting.
Martha Wrablik, president, preside&
Margaret Taylor
presented a lesson on
"Deciding Factors:

LUXURIOUS
ROCKING
CHAIR SEATS

THEATRE

The most fun
under the sun.

snOso W•RP4FR BROS

HOUK
PHOTO DEVELOPING
Olympic Plaza, Murray
759-9347
Open Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
MI INN MN =I INN =I

Harris Grove Club plans meeting

WMU plans programs

Here I

Snap Mitt
Photo

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lee

Rangers of Woodmen of the World will have a
field day at the Youth Camp on U.S. Highway 641
North, Murray, on Saturday, Sept. 6, from 1 to 4
P.m."

,

Available I
QUALITY
FILM DEVELOPING

Couple will be married for 40 years

full serv.ce farmly restouron.

1510 Chestnut St.
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Coming community events listed
Friday, Sept.5

Sunday,Sept. 7

Saturday, Sept.8
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School menus for next week listed

Monday,Sept.8

Alford Chapter No.
Coldwater United
Murray High School will start at 10:30 a.m.
Menus for the various
445 of Order of Eastern Tiger Band will com- at Mayfield.
Methodist Chul•ch
Star will meet at 7:30 pete in Trigg County In---Women will meet at 7:30 lunchrooms in city and
S econd day of p.m. at church. Cindy county schools for the
P•nr at lodge hall at vitational Band Contest
Aurora
at Trigg County High Festival '86 Arts and Ragsdale will be guest week of Sept. 8 to 12
have been released by
---School. The event will Crafts Show will be speaker.
Judy Hina, food serYlce
---• Mr. and Mrs 0. B. start at 5!30 p.m. at Per- from 10 a.m. to 5-p.m. at
Paris Landing State
Boy Scout Troops 45 coordinator for Murray
Eldridge will renew due Field, Cadiz.
and 77 will have a city- City Schools, and JoanPark.
their vows on 50th wed------wide Court of Honor at 7 na Adams, food service
ding anniversary at 6:30
Early Prenatal Class
Rev. Mitch Larnpkins p.m. at First United director for Calloway
p.m. at Faith Baptist will meet at 9 a.m. in
County Schools.
Church, Hazel. A recep- third floor classroom of will speak at 7 p.m. at Methodist Church.
The menus are sub---tion will follow at Hazel Murray-Calloway Coun- Bethesda Ministries,
to occasional
ject
for
party
courtsquare,
of
side
Skating
east
ty Hospital.
Community Center.
Murray.
students at Murray change because of the
------Elementary School, availability of food and
---Twilight golf is
Great Girl Scout
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Carter and Robertson other special occasions.
scheduled at 5:30 p.m. Uniform Swap will be
Menus are as follows:
Wilkerson will be Centers, will be from 6
at Oaks Country Club.
from 9 a.m. to noon at
---'a
at
Roller
reception
at
honored
p.m.
8
to
---Girl Scout Cabin on
CITY
MURRAY
50th
Murray.
in
of
celebration
of
Skating
Games will start at 8 --Sharpe Street, between
---wedding
anniversary
Moose
Murray
p.m. at
North Eighth and North
Murray High
. Murray Band
from 2 to 4 p.m. at Bell
Lodge. This is for 10th Streets.
Monday - submarine
at
will
Boosters
Christ.
meet
of
City
Church
only.
members
---7:30 p.m. in band room sandwich, hot dog
---Dance with music by
w/chili; Tuesday Events in Land Bet- of Murray High School.
National Scouting Country Feeling Band
pork ancl. gravy with
Lakes
the
inween
will
Museum will be open will be from 8 p.m. to
Fall Fashion Show, rolls, grilled cheese
from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
noon at Murray Moose clude Archery Tournaat
by Murray sandwich; Wednesday
Field
ment
sponsored
Archery
Lodge. This is for
---Range; Hare Raising Unit of National Hair- - fish on bun with
Prof. Stanley Costello members only.
Business at 1:30 p.m. at dressers, will be at 7 cheese, Sloppy Joe;
will present a slide lec---Farm; Hum- p.m. at Murray Middle Thursday - chicken
Empire
ture on "Tradition in
National Scouting
nuggets, pimento
Galore
at 2:30 School. '
mers
Theme and Innovation Museum will be open
cheese sandwich or
in Form" at 7 p.m. in from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. p.m. at Woodlands
grilled cheese sandCenter.
Nature
Ministerial
Aurora
lecture room 423, Fine with "The Unknown
---Alliance will meet at 9 wich; Friday Arts Center, Murray Scout" to appear at 11
Baptist Men of First a.m. at Holiday beefaronl w/brown
State University. This is a.m. and 2 p.m.
bread, hamburger. PizBaptist Church will Restaurant, Aurora.
open to public at no ad---za, french fries, choice
a.m.
in
8
at
meet
mission charge.
AA and Al-Anon will
Hall of
Sigma Department of of fruits and vegetables,
---meet at 8 p.m. at Fellowship
Woman's Club milk and fruit drink are
church.
Murray
will
AA and Al-Anon
American Legion
a salad supper served daily.
have
will
- -meet at 8 p.m. at J.U. Building, South Sixth
Murray Middle
Tyme
Camp
Old
at club house.
p.m.
7
at
Kevil Center, South 10th and Maple Streets.
Monday - tomato
of
Paris
Meeting
Street Extended,
---of United
Reservations for stuffed w/tuna, hot ham
Mayfield.
Events in Land Bet- District
•---will
day luncheon on and cheese; Tuesday Church
Methodist
ladies'
ween the Lakes will inat
at Murray barbeque pork sandp.m.
3
Wednesday
at
start
of
Dorothy Group
clude Shooting Match at
wich, cheeseburger;
Chapel
United
Manley's
First Baptist Church Firearms Range; Curv(Cont'd on page 6)
Wednesday - spaghetti
Church,
Methodist
WMU will have a social ed Two-Patch Quilting
of
case
In
Tenn.
Paris,
at 6 p.m. at home of Mr. Workshop from 9 a.m. to
event will be at
and Mrs. Gene Tarry. 4 p.m. at Empire Farm; rain the
Church, Paris..
Van will leave the Cotton/Wood Workshop First
nabelle Russell and BetLou McGary will open
--church at 5:3(1 p.m.
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
ty Wilson.
home to members
her
will
Whittaker
Bill
Dr.
---The Homeplace-1850;
of Suburban
Lillian Dunn
guests
and
Girl Scout uniforms to Edible Wild Foods at 2 show slides of his mis- Homemakers Club for
presented a lesson on
Philippines
in
work
sion
be sold in swap on Satur- p.m. at Woodlands
the first meeting of the "Vitamins In Your
day morning must be Nature Center; Our Mr. at 6 p.m. at New Mt. new club year on MonDiet" at the May
brought to the Girl Scout Sun at 3 p.m. at Golden Cannel Baptist Church. day, Sept. 8, at 7 p.m.
meeting at the home of
cabin from 5 to 7 p.m.
Pond Visitor Center.
Jo Hancock.
Officers urge all inMonTisTy, s;pt.8
------First Baptist Church terested persons to atMrs. McGary discussSquare and round
Choirs WMU will have a Week tend this firstmeeting.
children's
seminars on
d
e
dancing will be from Back-to-School Blast of of Prayer for State MisThe club had a dinner "Osteoporsis" and
7:30 to 11 p.m. at Ron- Memorial Baptist sions program at 9:30 meeting with their
"Earthquakes" she had
nie's Place.
husbands on June 28 at attended.
Church will be from a.m. in church chapel.
---Seven Seas Restaurant.
10:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
---Also present were AnRound and square.
McGary
---Mattie Belle Hayes ...Mrs
nabelle Russell, Betty
dancing with music by
WOW Rangers
Circle of First United present)a lesson on
Sharecropj3er. will be have a field day from 1 Methodist Church "Making Money Grow Wilson and Wilma
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at to 4 p.m. at Youth Women will meet at 9:30 Through Investing" at-. Wilson.
Lynn Grove Roller Camp, U.S. Highway 641 a.m. at church.
the June meeting held at
Rink.
the home of Rachel
North.
------Dorothy Moore Circle Hendon.
---Saturday,Sept.6
Mrs. Hendon gave the
Paris Chapter of of First Presbyterian
Temple Hill Lodge Women's Aglow will
Church Women will devotion with scripture
No. 276 Free and Ac- meet at 9 a.m. at W.G.
meet at 7:15 p.m. at from Mark 1 3:37.
cepted Masons will Rhea Library, Paris,
home of Margaret Rosanna Miller gave
meet at 7:30 p.m. at Tenn.
reports and Sue Dunn
Terhune.
lodge hall.
presided. Officers will
------Paris Chapter of Full
S uburban continue for another,
Shower for Tommy Gospel Business Men's Homemakers Club will year.
and Tina Elkins who lost Fellowship will meet at meet at 7 p.m. at home
Also present were Jo
their home and contents 6:30 p.m. at Avalon
Pat Rogers, AnFarley,
of Lou McGary.
by fire will be from 1 to 5 Restaurant, Paris,
p.m. at Russell Chapel Tenn.
United Methodist
---Church.
Sept.7
Sunday,
---We are pleased to anMen of
Baptist
conEarly childhood
nounce that Sharnee
Baptist
Memorial
ference of WKAEYC
Riley, bride-elect of I.
a
Eind WACUS will be Church will have
Wells (Tripp) Purdom
at
a.m.
8
at
breakfast
from 8:30 a.m. to'noon
has selected her
III,
Family
at Curris Center, Mur- Homeplace
china, ;crystal and
Restaurant.
ray State University.
stainless from our com------p)ele bridal registry.
Grove
Pleasant
South
First day of Festival
Sharnee and Tripp will
Men
Methodist
United
'86 Arts and Crafts
be married Sept. 28.
at
breakfast
a
have
will
Show, sponsored by TrTea
Boston
at
a.m.
County Arts & Crafts 8
Holiday Inn.
Guild, will be from 10 Party,
Wives also are invited.
Paris
at
p.m.
5
to
a.m.
---Land State Park.
AA will have a closed
---753.4641
121 Bv•Pass
meeting at 4 p.m. at
Men's Golf Club
4
c4,1 11.404.}. 111
*4*
KA_
Championship is American Legion
R.*
scheduled at Oaks Coun- Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets. For
try Club.
information call
---Couples' bridge with 753-0061, 762-3399 or
Fred and Mayrelle 753-7764.
---Clark as hosts is
National Scouting
scheduled at 7:30 p.m.
Museum will be open
at Oaks Country Club.
from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
---Calloway Band "The Unknown Scout"
Boosters will have a car will appear at 11 a.m.
wash from 11 a.m. to 2 and 2 p.m.
---p.m. behind Sirloin
56 meeting of
Legion
Stockade.
Loyal Order of Moose
----

Club wilI meet

w/meat sauce and rolls,
hot ham and cheese;
Thursday 7-Sloppy Joe,
hamburger; Friday hot dog, beef stew
w/cornbread. Choice of
fruits and vegetables,
salad bar, milk and fruit
drink are available
daily.
Carter Center
Monday - fish sandwich w/cheese, hamburger; Tuesday - pizza, grilled cheese;
Wednesday - spaghetti
w/meat sauce and
French bread, chicken
fried steak; Thursday corn dog, cheeseburger;
Friday - bologna and
cheese sandwich,
peanut butter sandwich.
Choice of fruits and
vegetables and milk are
served daily.
Robertson Center
Monday - chicken
fried steak, hamburger;
Tuesday - pizza, Sloppy Joe: Wednesday -

chef salad w/crackers.
corn dog; Thursday spaghetti w/meat sauce
and rolls, hamburger;
Friday - ham and
cheese sandwich,
peanut butter sandwich.
Choice of fruits and
vegetables and milk are
served daily.
- -- -CALLOWAY COUNTY
---Calloway High
Monday - taco salad,
footlong hot dog; Tuesday - chicken nuggets,
submarine; Wednesday
- lasagne, hot ham and
cheese; Thursday breakfast for lunch egg, sausage and
biscuit, barbecue sand.
wich; Friday - chicken
salad cold plate, pizzaburger. Salad bar,
pizza, hamburger,
choice of fruits and
vegetables, milk and
drinks are available
daily.

Calloway Middle
Monday - pizza, chili
dog; Tuesday lasagne, cheeseburger;
Wednesday - pizza,
Thursday
submarine
- fried chicken,
cheeseburger; Friday
- pizza, Sloppy Joe
sandwich. Salad bar,
choice of fruits and
vegetables, milk and
clinks are available
daily.
East, North
and Southwest
Monday - chicken
nuggets, barbecue sandwich; Tuesday ravielo, - chicken fillet
sandwich; Wednesday
- pizza, Sloppy Joe
sandwich; Thursday
--- breakfast for lunch
scrambled egg, sausage
and biscuit, ham sack
burger; Friday
lunch - hot dog, submarine. Choice of fruits
and vegetables and milk
are available daily.

a
•

Come To The

••••••••••••••••

Weekend Special
5 Movie Rentals Only $10pdanambirs
6 Movie Rentals Only $ 10
Movie Club
Members

•
VCR Special
$9 G For The
Only
5 Weekend
,
..

Join Our Movie Club
Get 27 Free Movies
and Daily Discounts

Your movie professionals
have over 50 VCR's and
over 2025 Movi*s
Open Til 8 Fri. & 6. Sat.

°Alison
Thotogfaphy

The Shon)case

ztie iluston
Oen Pariq

ifsufv

Bring the family out this Sunday
for our Patriot's Buffet from
11:30 a.m. until 2 ..m. &Irvin!:

TALL-BIG MEN'S
CLOTHING

Kentucky Country Horn
'Turnip
$lackeyed POW
Sweet Potato Casserole
Buttered Carrots
Whole Kernel Corn
Green Sean Casserole
Tossed Salad w/hcwneniode dressings
Fresh Fruit Bowl
24 Hour Slaw
Scandinavian Tomato Salad
Slices! Peaches
Cottage Cheese
Pk.k.Q Beets
H monad* Rolls
0:401 Apple Coke
Itk $2.110641k0reistastier

Suits 36-52
$89.95
Sport Coats 36.56
$59.95
Slacks to Size 54
Short Sleeve Knit Shirts to 4X
Short Sleeve Dress Shirts to 3X
1/2 Price
Belts to 52
Now $5.00
Ties Reg $10

Clark Clothing

Boston Tea Party
cm Holiday Inn
U.S. 041 South—Murray
ay
753-0910
1.1:1111

Next to C-Mart
Ky. 121 North By Pass
Murray, Ky. 753-3557

Club/Cart Blanch

7
'
::77
47ZW.17

•
•
S4

•

Memories That Last Forever...
Wedding Photographs Created by
Allison Photography
•

. /tarry Allison.
Photographer

NATs,

607 S..4th
753-8809'

. 114811191r1.4000.1111101990,07':-*"'"
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Churches list service for upcoming Sunday services
Various churches in
Murray and Calloway
County have released
Information to the Mur7
ray Ledger & ?Imes
concerning their services on Sunday, Sept. 7,
as follows:
New Mt. Carmel
Dr. Bill Whittaker,
former missionary to

Philippines, will speak
at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services at New Mt.
Carmel Baptist Church.
He will show slides, at
the evening service. The
Rev. George White is
pastor. Sunday School
will start at 10 a.m.
St. John Baptist
The Rev. W.E.
Cheaney, pastor, will

.
4

FROM THE
PLATTER
=, PARSON'S
CRAPBOOK
By James H. Cain

1. Some are willing to serve God, but only as
consultants.
2. If you were on trial for being a Christian
would there be enough evidence to convict you?
3. God is as great in minuteness as he is in
magnitude.
4. Many imperfections, which we easily
tolerate in ourselves are quite intolerable in
others.
5. What you believe and how you behave
should match up.
6. Giving to the Lord is indeed an investment
to the community in which we expect to spend
eternity.
7. I walked -a mile with pleasure; she chatted all the way.But left me none the wiser,for
all she had to say. I walked a mile with sorrow;
and never a word said she, But Oh! the lessons
that I learned, when sorrow walked with me.

SPECIAL:
Bar-B-Q

TUCKISPAPIEL*9
4x8 LATTICE and
Treated Lumber for
PATIOS and Decks

speak at 10:46 a.m. ser- nion will be served. SunHazel Baptist
vice at St. John Mis- day School will follow at
The Rev. James T.
sionary Baptist Church. 10:30 a.m.
Garland, pastor, will
Prof. Jerome Brandon
Good Shepherd
speak at 11 a.m. and
will speak to the -youth
-The Rev. William 6:30 p.m. lervices at
at 6 p.m. Sunday School Anderson, missionary Hazel Baptist Church.
will start at 9:30 a.m.
for 30 years in Africa, Gene Orr Miller will
will speak at 11 a.m. ser- direct the music with
Lynn Grove
The Rev. Calvin vice at Good Shepherd Oneida White and Gwyn
Clark,pastor, will speak United Methodist Key as accompanists.
at 9:30 a.m. service at Church. Holy Ciammu- Sunday School with
Lynn Grove United Mon will be served. The Jackie Wilson, director,
Methodist Church. Rev. Bill Hart is pastor. will start at 9:45 a.m.
Charles Osborne will Sunday School will start and Church Training
direct the song service at 10 a.m.
with Gary Raspberry as
Westside Baptist
with Fay Nell Kelso and
director at 5:30 p.m.
Lake-Land Apostolic
The Rev. Glynn Orr,
Judy Kelso as accomThe Rev.- James H.
panists. Sunday School pastor, will speak about
"The Call to Cain, pastor, will prewill start at 11 a.m.
Discipleship" at 10:50 sent the second in a
Coldwater Baptist
The Rev. George a.m. service and about series of lessons on
Culp, pastor, will speak "The Challenge of "The Three Voices of
about "Stand Firm in Discipleship" at 6 p.m. --Genfessions"in 10 8:m.
Jordan" with Scripture service at Westside preaching/teaching sesfrom Joshua 8:14-17 and Baptist Church. His sion at Lake-Land
4:8 at 11 a.m. service scripture for both ser- Apostolic Church.
In the 6 p.m. service
and about "Intercessory mons will be Matthew
Dan Walker will present'
Prayer" with scripture 16:13-28.
from Luke 11:5-13 at 6
The Church Choir will the seventh in a series of
p.m. service at Col- sing "We Shall Behold lessons from The Kings
dwater Baptist Church. Hhn" with director as .and The Chronicles.
Bobby Manning will Tommy Scott who also Evangelistic service
direct the music with will sing a solo at the will start at 7 p.m.
Iguana Cluspel
Jennifer Culp and morning hour. Julie
The
Rev. Marvin L.
Marge West as accom- Tucker, Miss MSU' will
,
panists. Sunday School also give her testimony. Napier, pastor, will conCandi Glass will be duct worship service at
will start at 10 a.m.
soloist at evening hour. 9:45 a.m. at Russell
Martin's Chapel
The Rev. Billy Joe Patsy Neale and Susie Chapel United
Jackson, missioner with Scott will be Methodist Church.
Church School will start
United Methodist accompanists.
at 10:45 a.m.
Neighborhood Centers
First Christian
Dr. David C. Roos,
in Memphis, Tenn., will
Palestine
The Rev. William
speak at 9:30 a.m. ser- pastor, will speak about
vice at Martin's Chapel 'Gifts Worth Sharing" Vaughan Jr., Paris
United Methodist with scripture from District Superintendent,
Church. Holy Commu- Ephesians 4:7, 11-16 at will speak at11 a.m.ser10:45 a.m. service at vice at Palestine United
First Christian Church. Methodist Church. Lay
The Chancel Choir, assist-ants 'will be
directed by Margaret Stanley Duncan, Jimmy
Boone with Gary Burkeen and Glen
Galloway as organist, Jones.
will sing "What A
At 6 p.m. service the
Friend We Have in pastor, the Rev. Marvin
Jesus."
L. Napier, 4vill speak.
Assisting will be Kim Church School will start
Garland, Raylene at 10 a.m.
,
ImmanuelLutheran
Gagel, Sarah Van
Meter, Maurine Loftin,
Sunday School Rally
Clegg Austin, Bailey Day (Promotion -SunGore, Bill ,Griffiths, day) will be. at „ImRuth Daughaday, Judy manuel Lutheran
Eldredge, David Chaurch. The worship
Poynor, Ann McKee), service at 10:30 a.m.
Laura Davis and ,John will begin with a puppet
7:30, 5:30 140.4-F111
Michael Austin. Sunday skit, "The Braggert
SAT 7:30-3:00
School will start at 9:30 King of Babylon,"
a.m.
prepared and presented

by Sunday School
children. The lessons
will be Philemon 1:21
and Luke 14:15-33.
the Rev. Clarence
Helmich, pastor, will
speak about "To
Beoome Useful" with an
emphasis on the Proverb, "The fear of the
Lord is the beginning of
Wisdom.," Assisting will
be Joyce Milbrath,
Mary Read Dick Peyer
and Diter Jedan.
First Presbyterian
The Rev. Thomas
Schellingerhout, pastor,
will speak about "Faith
Has No Discount" with
scripture from Luke
14:33 at 10:45 a.m. service at First
Presbyterian Church.
The Choir will sing the
anthem, "Talk With Us;
Lord," with Daniel
Craig as --director and
Susan Chamberlain as
organist. A fellowship
coffee will follow the
service. Church School
start at 9:30 a.m.
Poplar Spring
The Rev. Chester P.
Culver, pastor, will
speak about "The Clay
in the Potter's Hands"
at 11 a.m. service at
Poplar Spring Baptist
Church. Phillip Garrett
will direct the music
with Hazel Brandon and
Carol Kelly as
accompanists.
The WMU will present
a program on Week of
Prayer for State Missions at 7 p.m. service.
Sunday School with
Marty Futrell as director will start at 10 a.m.
and Church Training
with Nathan Futrell as
director at 6 p.m.
Goshen Methodist
Mission Saturation
Sunday will be observed
at Goshen United
Methodist Church with
the Rev. Billy Joe
Jackson of Memphis,
Tenn., as speaker at 11
a.m. service.. Bobby
Wilson will be lay assistant and the Rev. Calvin
Clark, pastor, will give
the children's devotion.
The Church Choir,

rristrong
VINYL $2.50 up
TUB UNITS
WHIRLPOOLS

Hwy. 45 1 Mi. So.
Martin, TN
9011M-3000

Stock Market
-04.64
Industrial Average
I.B.M.138% -3
/
4
. . .1919.57
Ingersoll Rand
601/* +
Previtous Close
Jerrico
Air Products
36/
1
2 +11/4
21B 211/
5A
24 -/
1
4
Kmart
521/2 + 1/2
American Telephone
Kroger
Briggs It Stratton
34 -/
1
4
63/
1
2 -IA
• Overnight Trans.
Chrysler
39% +
32/
1
2 -1/
1
2
JCPenney
78% +%
31% +%
C8X Corp
4
Penwalt
49/
1
2 +1/
Dean Foods
28% -%
Quaker Oats
79 -1%
Dollar Gen. Store
13%B 14',4A
44% unc
Exxon
70% +%
Ford
Se
Texaco
xa
rs
58% +%
34% -1
/
4
311% +1%
Time Inc.
78 • -%
G.A.F.
44% +1/
8
/0% -11/
4
U.S.Tobacco
General Motors
77 -/
1
4
Wal-Mart
45%
GenCorp, Inc.
Wendy's
12% -1
/
4
Goodrich
40s/4 -%
5.80
C.E.F. Yield
Goodyear
34% -%WOODMAN BUILDING
300 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

753-3366

BETTY BOSTON
JACK UDDBERG
PAT GOSSUM

Best GMAC Financing
In History

directed by Robert
Desem ore, will sing
"Pentecostal Power"
with Carolyn Pool and
Tracy Beach as accompanists. Sunday School
will start at 10 a.m. and
Bible Study at 6:30 p.m.
Memorial Baptist
The Rev.' Jim Simmons,pastor, will speak
about "The New Birth"
with scripture from
John 3:1-6 at 11 a.m. service and about "The
Helper" with scripture
from John 14:16, 17, 26
at 7 p.m. service at
Memorial Baptist
Church. Randall Winchester, deacon of the
week, J.T. Lee and
Trevor Mathis will
assist.
Milton Gresham will
direct the choir as
members sing —"How
,Excellent is Thy Name"
with Margaret Wilkins
and Brenda Hart as accompanists. The latter
two will sing a duet at
evening service. Sunday
School will start rtt 9:40
a.m. and Church Training at 6 p.m.
First Methodist
Dr. Harry A.
Newman, field
representative for Mission Cultivation in the
Southeasten Jurisdiction, will speak at 8:30
and 10:50 a.m. services
at First United
Methodist Church. Lisa
Cabaniss will be guest
soloist at early service.
The Chancel Choir,
directed byPaul Shahan
with Bea Farrell as
organist, will sing
"Blessed Art Thou" at
later service. Church
School will start at 9:45
a.m.
,
Grace Baptist
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe,
pastor, will speak about
"The Tragedy of the
Fruitless Life" at 10:50
a.m. service and about
"Condemned for Misusi n g Superior

Comm

Privileges" at 5:30 p.m
service at Grace Baptist
Church.
Lelihd Peeler will
dirett the music with
Dwane Ones and Anita
Smith as accompanists.
The Choir will sing at
both services. Frances
Wyatt and Janice Smith
will sing a duet at morning hour. Sunday School
will start at 9:45 a.m.
South Pleasant
Ms. Barbara
Boultinghouse,
deaconess, now serving
as principal and
superintendent of
Boylan-Haven-Mather
Academy, Camden,
S.C., will speak at 10:45
a.m. service at South
Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church.
Truman Whitfield will
direct the music with
Joan Cooper and Tommy Gaines as
accompanists.
Assisting will be
Katherine Rickman,
Twila Anderson, Clarkie
Butterworth,. Carolyn
Parks, Shannon Valles,
Holly Barnes, Steve
Gordon, James Rogers,
Charles Nesbitt and
Gary Cooper. Sunday
School wilt-start at 9:45
a.m.
.
University
Robili Wadley,
minister, will speak
about "The Heart of the
Message of the Church"
with scripture from I
Timothy 3:16 at8:30 and
10:50 a.m. services and
about "Sing Me A Song
About Jesus" at 6 p.m.
service at University
Church of Christ.
Assisting will be Ernie Bailey, Robert Hendon, Willard Alls, Mack
Harris, Webb Caldwell,
Greg Smith, Hamp W.
Brooks and John Nanny.
Bible classes will start
at 9:45 a.m.
(Cont'd on page 18)
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Monday,Sept.8
Country Club should be
made by noon toaay
with Evelyn Jones or
Libby Hart.
————
Murray-Call(!way
County Camera Club
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Annex of Calloway
Public Library.
————
American Legion Post
No. 73 is scheduled to
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Legion Hall, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
————
Board of Purchase
Area Spouse Abuse
Center will meet at 6
p.m. at Bcoadway
United Methodist
Church, 701 Broadway,
Paducah.
— ——
National Scouting

(Cont'd from page 5)

Monday,Sept.8
Museum will be open
from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
————
AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For in,formation call 753-0061,
762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.
————
Parents Anonymous
will meet at 6 p.m. For
Information Call 762-6862
or 762-6851.
————
Board of Need Line
will meet at noon at
Pagliai's.
,
————
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
————

Chainsaw
iCheckup
For All Brands

11111111111I

11111111111111111

Itian

As

AdilFo
Limit one (1) check per family. You assume the no* of lost or delayed mail NOT
VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. Limit one special package per subject Black
and white backgrounds and special effects portraits NOT available in advertised
package Poses our selection

ern.,

Shooting
randia
er
Days/Dates: Thurs. through Mon.,
.--are
Sept. 4th-S.pt.8thnts
IWOyt
Photographir Hours: Thurs. 8. Mon. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 10 a.m.-8 p.m. Sun. 12:30-5 p.m.

A.P.R.
Financing
for 36 months
on all Buicks, Pontiacs,
Oldsmobiles & Cadillacs
in stock.

PURDOM MOTORS
INCORPORATED
OLDSMOBILE — BUICK — PONTIAC — CADILLAC
"Satisfied Customers are our Main Concern-

121 Bypass (Next to MSU Stadium)

753-5315

1. Install new sparkplugs
2. Sharpen the chain
3. Adjust carburator
4. Clean & inspect air filter
5. Clean & inspect gas filter.
6. Clean & inspect the bar
7. Inspect oiler
All For Only

$995
Through sept. 15

AlLsciasons
Lawn & Leisure, Inc.
205 N. 4th Murray 753-4110
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S9uth Africa confirms casualties,
Myspaper reports deaths in not
commuters with whips, clubs
and machetes.
_
The government said police
responded with gunfire
whenever officer or commuters
were attacked, hut that there
were no confirmed reports of
anyone being injured in clashes
involving security forces.
Police confirmed that a
Soweto woman was killed after
being assaulted on a train
Thursday, but the death was
classified as the result of crime
rather than political unrest.
Business Day, South Africa's
main financial daily, quoted
residents as saying the fatalities
Thursday included three blacks
killed in a shooiout at a train station; threc youths shot dead bY
men whose car they tried to
stop; a woman who died under
the wheels of a moving train

JOHANNESBURG, South

Africa (AP) — _Nine victim)of
political violence were buried in
the black township of Soweto today, a day after clashes between
residents and security forces enforcing a ban on mass funerals.
A Johannesburg newspaper,
meanwhile, said eight people
died in Thursday's violence. The
government Bureau for Information said there were some injuries, but that no one was killed
in political violence.
No incidents were reported
during today's separate funerals
that were permitted by secuiiity
forces after a group of black
clergymen dropped plans to hold
mass burial at a later date.
Tens of thousands of Soweto
residents stayed away from
work Thursday in hopes of attending a funeral for 24 people, including 26 people killed in riots
last week and four others who
residents say also were killed by
security forces.
Clergymen and residents said
15 people were buried Thursday
and nine were buried today.
Residents said there was no
effort to enforce a strike today,
and most workers returned to
their jobs.
The Bureau for Information,
in a report on Thursday's
violence, said • gangs of youths
trying to enforce a call for a
general strike had attacked

after being assaulted by youths
trying to enforce the strike; and
a man who died after -being forced off a train. Further details
were not given.
Security forces used tear gas
Thursday to disperse about 5,000
mourners gathered at a stadium
for the mass funeral, which had
been organized by antiapartheid leaders in defiance of
police orders. Youths angered by the funeral
ban set up street barricades
Thursday in neighborhoods
throughout Soweto, home to
about 1.7 million people. The
gov,ernment reported firebombings, stone-thrnwing and
attacks by militants on residents
who disregarded the call to stay
away from work.
Security men sped through the
township in armored vehicles.

.4t

GIFT FROM THE NEW YORK TIMES — Doug Miller (second from left), publisher of the Madisonville
Messenger,and his wife Sylvia(left) talk with two faculty members in the Department of Journalism
and Radio-TV at Murray State University, John Dillon and Ann Landini. Dillon is the director of MSUTV 11 News while Landini is the adviser for-the student newspaper, The Murray State News. Miller
presented the department with a check for $5,000 on behalf of the New York Times Foundation. The
Messenger is owned by the New York Times.

TVA reviews procedure for advising public about accidents
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn.(AP)
— The head of the Tennessee
Valley Authority's information
office says an agency policy has
hindered the release of details
about plant accidents to the
public.
Craven Crowell, TVA's information directotigid Thursday
the policy is under internal

De

review and he will recommend a
change to better inform the
public about industrial accidents involving death, injury
or other problems.
"Fortunately we haven't, had
a kind of accident of such a
magnitude that there has been a,
tremendous demand by the
media and the public for information," Crowell said in a
telephone interview from his
Knoxville office.
"This kind of thing makes it

harder to Me information to the
public," he said.
Under the long-standing
policy, investigators probing
non-nuclear accidents have not
talked directly to reporters
about their findings, officials
said.
John W. "Bill" Thompson,
TVA's top safety'and health official, said he has recommended
to General Manager Bill Willis
that the procedure stay, the
same to guard against the

dissemination of possible
misinformation.
Plant managers need to
review reports from the investigators before releasing the
results in accidents that don't
threaten public safety, Thompson said in an interview.
"I think it is critical for TVA
to process information dealing
within the chain of management," te said.
In a memorandum to Willis
obtained by The Chattanooga

Open Doily 10-10. Sunday 12-7

By Abigail

America's Favorite Store

ON SALE SUN., SEPT. 7
THRU TUES., SEPT.9

Van Buren

Times, Thompson said accident
investigations "should continue
to be divorced from the media."
"The accident investigative
team is usually under considerable pressure to complete
its work and should not have its
attention diverted to dealing
with the press," he said. ,
"This should be handled by
our information people in concert with resident managers
responsible for the plant or site
where the accident occurred,"

4=11
ite5.144iffPka
Schoolhouse 'Arrest' Scares
Children and Angers Parent
DEAR ABBY: Recently an incident occurred at my children's
school that upset me. Two thirdgrade boys were caught stealing
candy and money from a teacher's
room. One boy did not show up for
school for a few days. When he
returned, he told the lids he had
been away "camping." The other
boy, howeverTreceived a different
punishment. He had a history of
causing trouble at school, so his
father suggested (and the principal
agreed)that the boy be given a good
scare. The principal called the
police, and two police officers came
to the school and told the boy he
was under arrest. This "arrest" took
place in front of the other students.
The boy was handcuffed and led to
a poJice car, presumably to be taken
to jail, although I doubt that the
incident was carried that far.
No explanation was made to the
children about the "arrest," but my
children came home wide-eyed,
convinced that policemen do arrest
little kids as they had seen it with
their own eyes.
I was furious about the way the
matter had been handled. When I
spoke to the other parents, I was
shocked to learn that many of them
thought this type of scare was good
for the children. I still disagree.
What do you think?
ROSWELL, N.M., MOM

SUN

really enjoy going to a restaurant
and sitting in the dark?
NO BAT IN PORTLAND
DEAR NO BAT: I speak only
for myself, butal agree, when
the waiter has to bring a flashlight to the table in order to
read the menu, it's time to
lighten up. Read on for another
common complaint from a
diner:

i
wwwwwsyscuum"'
SOCT!

Badvioom
71,a4ue

ore,.

DEAR ABBY: Why do so many of
the finer dining rooms have "background" music so loud that the
customers have to shout in order to
be heard? My wife and I were
invited to one of the nicest restaurants in the city, and had a miserable time because we couldn't even
carry on a conversation with the
couple who treated us. It was our
anniversary and. we had looked
forward to a nice visit, but it was
impossible.
Please print this to let restaurant
owners and managers know that
most diners, especially the older
ones, find it very difficult to
converse with loud, so-called background music going on. If folks
want to hear music, they will go to
a concert. Good eating places do not
need music at all. Thank you.
QUIET,PLEASE!

DEAR QUIET: You can say
DEAR MOM:I agree with you. that again.
The end does not justify the
means. What will the children
ace
think when they learn — and
policethat
—
will
surely
they
men do not arrest little kids;
DEAR ABBY: I doubt whether
that those whom they trusted
and respected the most — their there is any documentation on this,
parents, teachers and officers but what word do you think is more
of the law — lied to them and apt to be misspelled more than any
had staged a phony arrest to other?
CURIOUS
scare them? I think, in the end,
that scheme will do more harm
DEAR CURIOUS: "Hors
than good.

s•

w
6 ROLL!
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4111191111501•4551 45
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1.37
DOORBUSTER SAVINGS

Sale Price. Pkg. of 6 roils soft, white toilet tissue
with 400. 1-ply sheets per roll Economy pack for
great value Stock up and save at K mart

Sale Price Ea. Baby care products. Choice of 150
wet Wipes with lanolin: baby oil, 168. oz.. or
scented talcum powder in 24-oz.-net-wt. can-.

Peens. Pnces Mas yory Al Sara 5.10,An
Due 10 Local Con•011esOn

SM. TO.'Oh

160 may spy

klxes while au Oust.

Free

10,6 more

43

,

For

tisane
AMY 44

Sale Price Can. K mart
aerosol bathroom cleaner
to help keep tubs, sinks and
bathroom files sparkling
clean and fresh smelling.
20 4-oz net wt
Spray Starch, 23-oz. Net WI., 87t

i
s-VBItt

se

14

•

$9

Arras

2

For

d'oeuvre" gets my vote.

Sale Price. Huggies.

Saki Price Ea. Spray disinfectant in 19-oz.-net-ye
can Or easy-to-apply cierosql furniture polish with
fresh lemon scent in 14-oz.-net-wt. container

66 small, 48 medium, 33 large-:

Sc.

DEAR ABBY: Can you phse tell
me why restaurant owners keep
their restaurants so dark you need
a flashlight or a match in order to
read the menu? It's ridiculous. Most
people would like to see whatthey're
eating. At least I do.
Am I an oddball? Or do people

(For Abby's booklet,"How to Have a
Lovely Wedding," send a check or
money order for $2.50 and a long,
stamped (39 cents), self-addressed
envelope to: Dear Abby, Wedding'
Booklet, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood,
Calif. 90038.)

tom

ww.)

Netani

12.97
Our 19.97. 7-pc. cookware
set of aluminum with nonstick
interior.

Buy a new home without a down payment.
250
•

The owner is offering to finance the down
payment on a newer 2-story home. A variety of
terms ate available, including an interest rate of
only 8% percent.

•
•

2Pkgs.*1 94
Our 97C to.
Panty hose. Misses S M MIT

Our 1.58 Pr.
Men's crew
socks. Fit 1013

350
3Skeins$ Save

$1

e8 oz
Lcincl
chotc
olorsa
CfPue
k4P
1r0
l:fly i'..:11c
p:
o
1:floc

tapes with-60-minute recording
capability. Great reproduction

Our 2.57 Skein. Kolor Match 4-

49%

Our 1.97 Pkg. 3 blank cassette

22
krinington
Save 24%

1/011.1
ir
GIL FILTER

!

This 4 bedroom home is extremely energy
efficient and priced well below replacement cost.
It's a real bargain with amicable financing terms.

Our 7.97 Pkg. Remington
.• MIA F•••••• •••1
•••••••••••
...rm. ore amerrm...
NIP
'Akre, cro•••••••••
AO ...Non
Vow owl
...mar
•••••••••
•••• rr.•

.22 caliber tang-rifle
ammunition* for smolt.e hunting and target
garr

practice 250 highvelocity. 40-grain rounds

•i
aper.r.rose.r.

•

USE OUR LAYAWAY
or buying ease affordability

WE
HONOR=

8:AgnsortalliemVeK9.1P5

AMOCO

0 Save
40%

r*rw."''''rfe"Anr"s-Prwmft.P.'-'

•
.1

(_K-1
r,

_1
1.47

.32%
1.47 Sav..

Sole Price Ea. Oil Mien to fit
.r,nonY U S foreign cars Help

clean engine oil extend engine
We
•

EARN K mart
GIFT CERTIFICATES
WHEN YOU TRAVEL

Our 2.17 to. Oil filter Wrench
with 8 handle for leverage For
standard or compact cars
K mad ADVERTISED
MERCNAPIDIS POLICY
• •

..

1.27

*moon 20-lb." bag all, pumas* patting soil. Grectl
for indoor plants

_

1
•• .

Murray, Ky.

Detaits available ,n sfoie

f

•

••

•
•
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FOOTBALL SPECIAL
Rent one of our Luxury Vans

Where Quality Counts

GO TIGERS!

Thornton Tile
& Marble

CARROLL
as little as
West Kentucky's Economy Car Center
800 Chestnut
S. 12th St.

Pickup Friday p rn
Bring Back Monday a rrl

Call Gene
502-753-2617

See
Our
Turbo XT

404 S. 12th St.
753-7986
Small Animal Medicine
Surgery

Your Local Marble Mfg.
Open 8:00/114:0
Mon. thrti Fri.'

GOLF-JETTA

1 ci
14•

MARY ANN ANDERSON,D.V.M.

'612 South 9th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
(502) 753-5719

For Your Tailgate Party

,

poNt

171,1-641 $01.014

RACER FORM

IBM Compatible

THOROBRED
COMPUTER & SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
314 Main St.

Murray

Murray State Racers (7-3-1 in 1985)
vs. Southeast Missouri State Indians (1-0, 4-7 in 1985)
September 6, 1986, 7:30 p.m.
Houck Stadium (10,000)
Cape Girardeau, Missouri
GAME 1

753-7733

Place Ain't Fancy...
But Sho Is Good Food

GAME NOTES
THUS FAR: Tonight's game is the season opener for the Racers.
Southeast Missouri opened its season last Saturday night with tr comefrom-behind 30-27 victory at Mississippi College.,,,,
l'HE COACHES: Frank Beamer is 35-19-1 enteringhis sixth season
as head coach at Murray State. A 1969 graduate of VirginaTech, he
is in his eighth year as a Racer coach, having served as an assistant
under Mike Gottfried for two years. MSU's record since Beamer arrived on campus is 53-23-2. He is 5-0 against Southeast Missouri.
Bob Smith is 6-17 in his third season at Southeast Missouri. A 1962
graduate of Bradley University, Smith served as offensive line coach
at the University of Illinois prior to accepting the position at SEMO.
He is 0-2 against Murray State.
THE SERIES: Begun in 1926, the rivalry Is the second-oldest on
MSU's 1986 schedule, trailing only Middle Tennessee (1925). The
Racers hold a commanding 19-2-1 advantage in the series, which
began with a 3-0 MSU win on Oct. 20, 1926. The greatest MSU win
margin was a 40-0 shutout in 1948, while SEMO's best win was a 13-0
shutout in 1929. MSU is 10-1 against SEMO at home and 9-1-1 when
playing in Cape Girardeau,including a 3-0-1 in season openers in Cape.
There have been six shutouts in the series (five by MSU and one by
SEMO), all of which came in the first seven meetings. Overall scoring is MSu 455, SEMO 200, for an average game going to the Racers
by a score of 21-9.
ON THIS DATE IN RACER HISTORY: MSU has played only one
game on this date. It occurred six years ago, when coach Mike Gottfried recorded what was to be his only victory over SEMO as a Murray State coach when the Racers downed the Indians 19-6 in Murray.
Gottfried had a 1-1-1 record against SEMO in his three seasons at
MSU.
SEASON OPENER HISTORY: The Racers are 36-21-4 in its 61
qPg son openers, good for a .623 winning percentage. In season openers
on the road, the racers are 15-13-1. The most recent season opener
on the road came in 1884, when the Racers rode the stunning 75-yead
screen pass marvel of fullback Bill Bird to a 26-23 upset win at
Louisville. Tonight marks the ninth time in eleven years that MSU
has opened against SEMO,but the first time in three years (the past
two seasons have started against Louisville and South Carolina State).
LAST YEAR: The Racers dodged a bullet against the Indians last
season. After jumping out to a 23-7 halftime lead, the Racers let SEMO
run off 18 points to only a 31-yard Paul Flickert field goal. With the
gap closed to 26-25, the Indians opted to attempt a two-point conversion to go ahead with 6:10 left in the game. Tony Woodie foiled the
try, though, by streaking in from the right side of the Indian alignment to sack quarterback Jeff Brown and maintain the one-point Murray State lead. The Racers added an insurance score when Rodney
Payne pounded over from the one, his fourth point-blank score of the
game, tying the MSU record for touchdowns (4) and points scored
(24) in a game. Payne carried the ball 20 times for 115 yards and
Woodie was game-high for the Racers in tackles with eight. Kevin
Sisk completed 11 or 22 passes for 164 yards as the Racers put together
402 yards of total offense, cothpared to 304 by SEMO.
RACER 100-YARD RUSHERS: Four Racer backs have recorded
100-yard efforts against the Indians. Danny Lee Johnson was the first
to do it on Sept. 2, 1978, when he piled up 113 yards in a 24-12 loss.
Gino Gibbs was the second to notch a C-mark with his 102 yards on
Sept. 5, 1981, leading MSU to a 37-23 win at Cape Girardeau. Willie
Cannon pickup up 117 yards in his sophomore season in 1984's 42-3_2_
MSU win, while Rodney Payne had 115 last season to spark the Racer
effort last season.
OLD HOME DAY: Junior fullback Bill Bird returns to his
hometown clad in the Blue and Gold of Murray State for the first time
this evening. In 1983, Bird's first season, the Racers made the trip
to Cape Girardeau, but Bird had suffered a knee injury and was redshirted that season. A graduate of Central High School, Bird grew
up just a few blocks from Houck Stadium. Bird has been consistent

TJ's Bar-B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.

Murray

753-0045

GO RACERS!

Come by each week and
pick up your Z100's
COAST TO COAST
FOOTBALL CONTEST CARD
$100
given away weekly
GRAND PRIZE: Trip for two
to three big pro games in
San Francisco, Dallas & Miami

PARKER FORD
701 Main Street

753-5273

MURRAY
ELECTRIC
SYSTEM
401 Olive

753-5321

Go Racers!
ARE YOU BETWEEN
45 AND 65?
S

If you are and have a safe driving record,
we probably can save y_ou _money on your car
insurance, with the
Medalist Auto Policy. Call
us today.

PURDOM, THURMAN
& MCNUTT
407 Maple
Southsicle of the Ct. Square
753-4451

in,his performances against the hometown boys, carrying the ball
ten times each as a freshman and sophomore. As a freshman, he
covered 61 yards, including a two-yard touchdown run. He improved
last season, though, picking up 62 yards.
WHEN THE RACERS SCORE FIRST: Entering the 1986 season,
the Racers have won 31 of 45 games in which they've scored first (extending through past five seasons), good for a .689 winning
percentage.
RACERS IN SEPTEMBER: The Racers have an overall record
of 74-56-5 in football games played in the month of September (for
a .567 percentage). That includes a 43-22-1 (.659) record at home and
31-34-4 (.478) on the road.
4..MSU's upcoming foes
at
111
t11/
UPCOMING FOES: Here's a look a ‘
are doing today
Southern Illinois (Sept. 13) hosts Austin-Peay
Western Kentucky (Sept. 27) hosts Gardner-Webb
Central Florida (Oct. 4) hosts Bethune-Cookman
Eastern Kentucky (Oct. 11) is idle
Akron (Oct. 16) hosts Salem College
Tennessee Tech (Oct. 25) is at Tulsa
Morehead State (Nov. 1) is at Marshall
Youngstown State (Nov. 8) hosts Nicholls State
Middle Tennessee (Nov. 15) is at Tennessee State
Austin Peay (Nov. 22) is at Southern Illinois
IT'S BEEN CLOSE: Of the 19 losses Frank Beamer has suffered
as MSU's head coach, only four have been by a margin greater than
a touchdown. Nine have been by a field goal or less, four by two points
or less, and three by only one point. On the other hand, 21 of his 35
wins have been by margins greater than a touchdown, with 14 wins
coming by a touchdown or less.
RACER RECORD CHASERS: Here's a rundown of Racers who will
be chasing career records this season:
Scoring
1. Jeff Lancaster (1980-83)
2. Stan Watts (1968-71)
3. Billy Hess (1967-70) and
Lindsey Hudspeth (1978-80)
5. Willie Cannon (1983-85)
6. Charlie Forrest (1963-65) and
Carl Walker (1953-55)
8. Russ Hake (1967-69)
9. Don Clayton (1972-74) and
Rick Fisher (1969-71)
11. PAUL HICKERT (1984-present)
Total Tackles (since 1967)
1. Donald White (1978-82)
2. Glenn Jones (1978-80, 82)
3. Eddie McFarland (1974-77)
4. Bruce Martin (1975-78)
5. Jeff Gardner (1977-80)
6. Ralph Robinson (1981-80
7. Frank Head (1969-70)
8. Gregg Evans (1978-81)
9. Dan Coleman (1982-84)
10. Donnie Wilson (1979-82)
11. TONY WOODIE (1983-present)
Field Goals
1. Jeff Lancaster (1980-83)
2. Stan Watts (1968-71)
3. PAUL HICKERT (1984-present)

153
141
126
124
"

121
120
•

116
115

380
374
332
301
293
289
281
274
256
250

56
21
IS

1986 Murray State Football

Best
Wishes

Hwy. 641 N.
Murray
753-4488

"PerR/GM

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
--Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

6
13
27
4
11
18
25
1
8
15
22

7:30 p.m.
at Southeast Missouri
7:30 p.m.
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
7:30 p.m.
WESTERN KENTUCKY
600-p.m.
at Central Florida
1:30 p.m.
EASTERN KENTUCKY*
600 p.m.
at Akron*
2:00 p.m.
TENNESSEE TECH•
1230 p.m.
at Morehead State*
1:30 p.m.
YOUNGSTOWN STATE*
,1:30 p.m.
MIDDLE TENNESSEF*
1:30 p.m
at Austin Peay*
•

*Ohio Valley Conference games

Homecoming, Oct. 25 vs. Tennessee.Tech

Restaurant

Serving
Chinese, American and Burmese Food.
Open 7 Days A Week
1 1 a.m 10 p m Sun -Fri. 4:30-10 p.m Sun.

4TOMWMINSOISWIftaiarrORP0004

.

is,kielemerfolefele'

•

AM times are Central For ticket information call 762-4895

t
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Meet

Frankie McNutt
of the

Home Team
See Frankie For All
Your Real Estate
Needs

1982 Toyota Corolla SR-5
5-Speed, Air, Like New''

$4695

t IlltISIElt

McNutt Motor Sales, Inc.
Pre-Owned Cars,

700 Alain
759-1839

S. 12th
753-7114
Home: 753-1580

Office: 753-1222

(24 Months)

2.9%
Financing
(36 Months)

•0% APR Financing
good on 1986
Cherokee,
Commanche &
Wagoneers

5.9% Financing
(48 Months)

CAINS AMC JEEP
RENAULT, INC.
753-6448

Hwy. 641 N.

Good
Luck
Racers!

(*Offer good through 9/12/86
Limit one coupon per customer)

N\A

M.-S.
10-9

Nikk
Central
Shopping
Center

SALES & RENTAL
753-7670

HOME TV & APPLIANCE

"2 Prints For I
The Price of 1"
'Limit one coupon per customer and one
coupon per roll with this ad.
Expires Sept. 12th, 1986

Snapshot
Photo
1 HOUR PHOTO DEVELOPING
Olympic Plaza
759-9347

1986 ML KEAY STATE UNIVERSITY FOOTBALL TEAM — Row 1: Pat Riley, Al Savea, Keith Mitchell, Chris Davis,
Tim Mattingly, Troy Hardy,Tony Cira, Barry Gllssen. Row 2: Shelton Burruss,Jon Wilkins, Keely Steely, Hayung Kohler,
David Williams, Ben Gore, Joey Spresser, Buddy Bartlett, Kevin Spencer, Rudy Mayne, Russ Baldwin, Tim Dowell.
Row 3: Jerry Sparks, Tony Woodie, Greg Sanders, T.R. Robinson, Billy Guyton, Vencent Bell, Chuck Cummings, Bill
Bird, Barry Johnson, Etruce Arnette, Kirk Brunson. Row 4: Stanley Howard, Tony Thornton, Marshall Sills, James Clark,
Rickey Brewer,Tim Teague,Jim Murphy,Steve Hill, David Morris, Marc Murray, Caen Arterburn, David Bealle. Row
5: Tim Broady, Terry Key, Jon Tharpe, Alex Manse, Vish TalwaLkar, Jay Lutz, Joel C,onoley, Frank Thigpen, David
Dercher, Brooke, Redding, Luke Curry. Row 6: Mike Woznichak, Kerry Stepter, Jeff Urban°, Rodney Payne, Eric Luba,
Tim Bills, Michael Craig, Dean Stump, Willie Prather, Bill Devlin, Ken Cooper, Mark Burke. Row 7: Freddie Harris,
Lance Golden, Joe March, Richard Watson, Kevin Uhls, Greg Hurd, Derrick Fencher, Dennis Dockery, Wesley Keene,
Joey Atchinson, Charley Wiles. Row 8: Chris Murphy, Jamie Lowicz,Pete Whitman,Paul Hickert, Bob Jaeob, Jay Henson, Eric Crigier, Mike Seibert, Brian Collins, Vincent Pagliaro, Michael Proctor, Mark Newby. Row 9: Head Coach
Frank Reamer, Defensive Coordinator Keith Jones, Assistant Head Coach Larry Creekrnore, Assistant Coach Rob
Christophel, Assistant Coach Kevin Sisk, Assistant Coach Bud Foster, Assistant Coach Albert Starnes, Offensive Coordinator Steve Marshall, Assistant Coach Mike McGregor, Assistant Coach Duke Strager, Assistant Coach Jim Wilson,
Assistant Coach Bill Weidner, Assistant Coach Lee McCr.•rnick.

Shell

1201 Chestnut
753-0894

TALL-BIG MEN'S
CLOTHING

Good Luck Racers!
We're behind you
all the way! -

Arbyt
Coming Soon!
Chef Salad

77

$89.95
Suits 36-52
$59.95
Sport Coats 36-56
Slacks to Size 54
Short Sleeve Knit Shirts to 4X
Short Sleeve Dress Shirts to 3X
Belts +0 52
1/2 Price
Ties Reg $10
Now $5.00

Clark Clothing
Next to C-Mart
rra

Ky. 121 North By Pass
-3557
K .

\i ncti.

I,t‘l If lit' 'soil ii

AdIPIEvraor--t;1644 14*

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center
Open 9-9 Mon.-Sat.
Sunday 1-6
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NCAA delays suspension;
Nebraska playing Saturday
LINCOLN, Neb. (AP)
— Nebraska football
Coach Tom Osborne
said he's pleased the
NCAA delayed the
suspension of 60 players
but said the school may
forfeit a game if its appeal of_ the penalties_ is
denied.
The NCAA on Thursday said the players on
the eighth-ranked Cornhuskers, 53 of whom
were suspended for one
game and seven others
for two games, may
compete in Saturday's
nationally televised
opener here against
11th-ranked Florida
State.
Nebraska officials
had asked that the
suspensions be delayed
until an NCAA subcommittee considers the appeal Tuesday.
"We're pleased with
the stay in that it gives.
us all an opportunity to
draw a breath,"
Osborne said. "Now we
just have to go out and
play well."

David Maggard, for a stay of the suspenchairman of the NCAA sions was based
Council Subcommittee primarily orf the
on Eligibility Appeals, players' rights to due
said denying a stay of process, officials said.
"I think the major
the suspensions would
have been unfair to the point was the right of
players if the appeal is the individual for an appeal," Nebraska faculty
_upheld.
"We lielleVe- that•Uie representative Jim
uniqueness of this case O'Hanlon said at a news
merits delaying the im- conference.
"We've had a very
plementation," Maggard said in a statement cooperative day with
The NCAA," Chancellor
released by the NCAA.
Martin Matsengale
said. "We look forward
Osborne said that if
now to playing the game
the appeal of WednesSaturday under normal_
day's decision by the
NCAA Eligibility Com- conditions with ourmittee is denied, players, and we think
we'll have an exciting
Nebraska might forfeit
a game rather than field football game."
Officials said the apa team comprised mostly of freshmen and red- peal will be discussed by,
shirt -players. The telephone Tuesday with
team's second game is the Subcommittee on
Eligibility Appeals.
Sept. 20 at Illinois.
Nebraska officials Osborne said he doesn't
also would not rule out know when the National
legal action. Osborne Collegiate Athletic
said the school could Association will rule on
seek an injunction in the appeal.
Osborne declined to
district court.
Nebraska's request release a list of the

players to be suspnded
but said they include the
Cornhuskers' top three
quarterbacks and top
three I-backs. Most of
the suspended players
provided complimentary passes for people
not authorized to use
them, according to
Osborne.
The Eligibility Committee gave Nebraska
an option of suspending
at least 10 players per
game over a number of
games, inatead of
holding all the players
out of the Florida State
game, NCAA
spokesman Dave
Cawood said.
Florida State Coach
Bobby Bowden said he
expects Nebraska to
play an emotional
game.
"They ought to be a
hornet's nest now," he
said. "If they did have
to suspend somebody,
they'd be mad as
hornets. They're going
to be mad as hornets
anyway."

When Dolphins host Chargers Sunday

Shula anticipates shootout
By The d000chttod Press
• "I just wish we were
Both coaches envision playing Miami some
a high-scoring shootout, other time, later in the
and for good reason, year so our defense had
when the Miami a chance to become setDolphins host the San tled," said San Diego
Diego Chargers in their Coach Don Coryell.
National Football
Past Miami-San
League opener Sunday. - Diego matchups have
"It's hard to visualize produced some of the
this as a low-scoring NFL's most memorable
ballgame because both games. Three of the
offenses have so much teams' last four
firepower," said Miami meetings were decided
Coach Don Shula, poin- in overtime, including
ting to the offenses that an epic struggle in a
finished 1-2 in the league January, 1982 playoff
last year in passing.
game that ended in a
Led by quarterback 41-38 San Diego victory.
Dan Fouts, the
Elsewhere, 12 other
Chargers averaged games will be played
304.4 passing yards a Sunday, including the
game last season, while defending Super Bowl
the Dan Marino-led champion Chicago
Dolphins averaged Bears against the
257.1.
Cleveland Browns.

•

•

Other action includes
the Los Angeles Raiders
at Denver, New YorkJets at Buffalo, Atlanta
at New Orleans, Detroit
at Minnesota, Houston
at Green Bay, Los
Angeles Rams at St.
Louis, Philadelphia at
Washington, San Francisco at Tampa Bay, Indianapolis at New
England, Cincinnati at
Kansas City and Pittsburgh at Seattle.
The New York Giants
play at Dallas in Monday night's game. The
Cowboys got a jolt
Thursday when veteran
cornerback Everson
Walls walked out, saying he'll boycott the
game unless the
Cowboys meet his contract demands.

We'll Match ANY
Competitor's Price!
Quality Mufflers $ 1 99g
Installed
'Most American Cars

GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO
REPAIR & SERVICE CENTER
514S 12th

Estb 1956

753-1750

Something Big Is About To Happen!

LNICIPF
FREE HOT DOGS & COKES
toiCaLi uttutikil

'3
DOS

AT THE

BIG BURLEY MART
(Across from Ky. Oaks Mall)

SEPT. 12
(F RI)
10 AM
9 PM

13
w9 PM
AM -

14
(SUN)
11 AM
6 PM

°
Oa
I°
G
op..
t
%

ATC 2009
99911.00

ATC 200X
S4994o

HONDA
ATC 350X
61699.00

MEETLORIDA VACATION
INCLUDING AIR FARE
(No Purchase Necessary)
Come in and see our compiete line of Honda Power Equipment
All at reduced Warehouse Prices

.t

ROG b

Calloway County High School freshman football coach James Jury and Laker Matt Maness wait on the
sidelines for Thursday evening's game with Lone Oak to begin at Laker Stadium. Maness plays offensive and defensive tackle for CCHS. The Lakers dominated Thursday's contest, not allowing the Purple
Flash to gain a single first down, but lost 20-7, as Lone Oak captitalized on Laker mistakes.

Mistakes beat CCHS frosh
By TODD ROSS --Sports Writer
Although Calloway County's freshman football.
team dominated the game Thursday night, Lone
Oak's Purple Flash capitalized on some Laker
errors to beat them 20-7.
Lone Oak scored first with 3:45 left in the first
quarter. Brad Richardson received a Laker punt
on his own 30-yard-line and ran 70 yards for a
touchdown. The extra point was blocked and the
Purple Flash led 6-0.
The Lakers retaliated late in the second
quarter by recovering a Lone Oak fumble on the
Flash's own 7-yard-line. Three plays later Tracy
Rudolph crossed the goalline to put the Lakers on
the board. Mike Bucy kicked the extra point and
Calloway led 7-6.
Lone Oak fumbled the ball on the first play of
its next possession. The Lakers couldn't move it,
however, and Lone Oak regained control only to
lose it again on an interception by Calloway's
Cliff Curd.
The half ended there with Calloway leading
7-6.

The Bears will open
-defense of their first
NFL crown since 1963
against the Browns,
winners of the AFC Central Division last year.
Led by the NFL's alltime leader Walter
Payton-4324 carries for
1,551 yards), the Bears
had the NFL's top
rushing offense in 1985
with a 172.6-yard
average.
Few rivalries could be
more competitive than
the Raiders and Broncos. The last three
games have gone into
overtime — a league
LEXINGTON, Ky.
record — and the last
five meetings have been (AP) — A new wildcat
three points and a new "voice" will
.
decided by
represent the Universior less.
The Raiders posted ty of Kentucky this
31-28 and 17-14 triumphs season.
A fierce openin 198.5 en route to a 12-4
record and the AFC mouthed wildcat with a
Western Division title. Claw-bearing right paw
Partly because of those reaching over the lettwo setbacks, Denver ters UK was unveiled at
became the first 11-5 a news conference
team not to make the Thursday as the official
athletic logo of the
playoffs.
The Jim Kelly Era university.
opens at Buffalo with
It Was also announced
the Bills entertaining
by Host Communicathe Jets.
tions that Milo
"I've been a winner
Hamilton, the "Voice of
wherever I've gone and
the
Houston Astros,"
I don't expect to stop
now," said the quarter- will do the televised
back, whose presence play-by-play of Kenhas helped revitalize a tucky basketball games
franchise — at the gate, this season.
at least — that has set
The logo was designed
yHost
the current NFL stan- b
dard for futility with Communications-Arts
back-to-back 2-14 Crafts Press of Lexseasons.
ington. It is being
Season ticket sales registered and licensed
have jumped from as a trademark for use
19,000 to about 27,000. through the university's

The Lakers received the second half kickoff,
but fumbled the ball six plays later. Lone Oak's
Chris Clark picked up the fumble and ran 27
yards for a touchdown with 5:04 remaining in the
third quarter. Clark also scored the extra point
on a 3-yard run, putting the Flash back on top by "
the score of 14-7.
Calloway County and Lone Oak both fumbled
the ball away later in the third quarter, with the
Lakers turning the ball over to Lone Oak on the
Flaih's 8-yard-line.
Lone Oak's Clark, on the first play following
the fumble recovery, ran 92 yards for a
touchdown, but a holding penalty was called and
the ball was brought back. Four plays later the
Flash had to punt.
Another Laker turnover resulted in a Lone Oak
score midway in the fourth quarter. A pass from
Curd bounced off his receiver's chest and Lone
Oak's Clark intercepted it and ran 70 yards for
the Flash's last touchdown. The extra point attempt was no good and Lone Oak led 20-7.
(C,ont'd on page 11)

Wildcats get new TV announcer

Please Be
Patient

WAREHOUSE SALE

00:4

Stal photo tt; Todd

We've begun our carrier delivery in Calloway
County. We are very
excited about giving all
our county subscribers
same day delivery.
Please be patient and
work with us to ensure
everyone gets their
paper.
If you have any questions call 753-1916.

officially-licensed product program.
"I immediately liked
It,'' Athletic Director
Cliff Hagan said. "I
think it says what we
,
want it to say "
Hagan said items
bearing the logo will be
marketed through Collegiate Concepts, a firm
directed by former Tennessee football coach
Bill Battle. He said
royalties from the licensing will go to the
university's athletics
association and for
other student needs.
"We're very happy
with it," said Hagan.
"There were so many
Wildcats out there
representing the university that we felt we had
to get a hand on it."
Hamilton will be joined by Rob Bromley pf
WKYT-TV in Lexington
and Bob Domine of
WAVE-TV in Louisville
as color analysts on the
basketball games.
Cawood Ledford, the
"Voice of the Kentucky

Wildcats" for the past 33
seasons, will be joined
by Bromley in abbreviated 1%-hour
delayed telecasts of
football games on Saturday nights.
Jim Host, president of
Host Communications,
said the brdadcast team
will recreate the exciting plays from each
game in the studio. He
said that in the past, a
full replay would take
nearly three hours,
usually ending at 2 or 3
In the morning, and that
the audience size would
be affected if Kentucky
was the losing team.
"It's a first for me,"
Ledford said of the concept, "and I'm really
looking forward to it.
Now if (Kentucky
coach) Jerry Claiborne
can go out and win some
football games, I think
we'll be all right."
The following stations
will carry Kentucky
football and basketball
telecasts: WAVE in
Louisville; WKYT in

gage
Silk Screening
Fast Delivery!

Next to Pagliai's

753-7743

Ag Brokers
Custom Spreading Service
•Ag Lime
•Stac-Dust Spreading
•Seed Wheat & Spreading
All sales earn points
toward_ artaa tion
For all your Fall spreading &
seed needs see Ag Brokers
Industrial Road

753-4533

Lexington; WSAZ in
Huntington, W.Va.;
WYMT in Hazard;
WTVW in Evansville,
Ind.; WGRB in Campbellsville; and TV43 in
Hopkinsville.
WPSD in Paducah
and WBKO in Bowling
Green will televise
basketball games.
Ledford will continue
as the radio play-byplay announcer for football and basketball for
The Kentucky Network,
which holds rights to the
broadcasts.
The sports information office also announced that the athletics
association, in conjunction with the university's admissions office,
will honor about 2,000 of
the state's top high
school scholars at the
Kentucky-Kent State
game Sept. 20.
Students who have
scored in the Top 25 percent nationally on entrance exams and have
a minimum 3.0 gradepoint average have been
invited, according to
Ken Rice, director of
admissions.

Becker
routs
Srejber
NEW YORK ( AP) —
It took Boris Becker a
lot longer to realize how
badly he was routing
Milan Srejber than it
took the crowd at the
U.S. Open.
Becker, the two-time
Wimbledon champion
and No. 3 seed here,
surged into the
semifinals Thursday
with a 6-3, 6-2, 6-1 victory over the unseeded
Srejber. The West German star dismantled the
Czechoslovak's big
serve, toying with his
opponent in the last two
sets.
((rd -on page 11)
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flatting races are close
(AP) — His club may
be 13% games out of
first place, but Tony
Gwynn, who is ,a
thousandth of a percentage point behind Tim
Raines for the Natignal
League batting title,
still grabs for the
newspaper every
morning.
You wake up and you
look at the boxscores
every day to see how
your opponents are doing," the 26-year-old
San Diego outfielder
said. "At this time in the
season, with the position
.both our clubs are in,
team goals are all but
-washed away,"
This season could produce the closest batting
races since 1984, when

„

New York Yankees games, is hitting .335
teammates Don Mat- with 32 games left.
tingly and Dave Win- Gwynn, whose Padres
field went down to the"-AN in fifth place behind
final dly of the season the NI., West-leading
before Mattingly Houston Astros, is batting .334 with 28 games
prevailed.
Raines, whose Mon- ”emainine.
treal Expos are in
In the AL, Boston's
fourth place in the NL Wade Boggs is at .3493
East and trailing the with Minnesota's Kirby
New York Mets by 23% Puckett at .3492.

Hospitality room set for Saturday
The Murray State from 3:30 to 7 p.m.
University Alumni
Association has secured
Racer fans --also can
a hospitality room at the obtain a reduced rate
Holiday Inn in Cape for rooms at the Holiday
Girardeau for Racer Inn for Saturday night.
-football fans attendipg
Interested personsthe Southeast Missouri should call the motel at
game.
314-334-4491 for more
The room will be open information.

Lowest
Interest Rates
Staff photos by Kent Brown

MHS Soccer Scrimmage
Murray High School's soccer team scrimmaged
Caldwell County Thursday afternoon at the field
next to Murray State University's Curris Center.
Ttle Tigers are the defending regional champions and appeared ready Thursday to defend
that title, as they badly outplayed Caldwell County. Above, Don Brock scores on a penalty kiek in
the first half. Left, wing Isaac Schroader
maneuvers around a Caldwell County fullback.
The Tigers' schedule is shown below.
DATE
Sept. 9
Sept. 11
Sept. 16
Sept. 18
Sept. 20
Sept. 23
Sept. 30
Oct. 2
Oct. 7
Oct. 11
Oct. 14
Oct. 18

OPPONENT
•
St. Mary
Paducah Tilghman
University Heights
Paducah Tilghman
Madisonville
Marshall.County
St. Mary
University Heights
Marshall County
Apollo
Ft. Campbell
Madisonville

All Previously Owned Cars
*1982 Models or Older
024 Month Financing, In House
Financing with Approved Credit
•Large Selection...All Local Trade-Ins
*Previous owners name posted on all
windshields!!

PLACE TIME
Home
5:00
Away
5:00
Away
5:00
5:00
Home
1:00
Away
5:00
Home
5:00 Away
4:30
Home
Aweyys 5:00
A wit'y.
12:00
Home --5:00
Home , 1:00

Later Models at Attractive Prices
We're making room for Double Shipment's
of new TOYOTA'S arriving daily!!!
4

Regional Soccer October 20-24

HATCHER TOYOTA

State Soccer October 27-30

515 South 12th St./Murray, KY
(502) 753-4961

Purple Flash defeats Lakers 20-7
(Cont'd from page 10)
Calloway tried to come back in the last of the
fourth quarter when Lone Oak was penalized for
pass interference. This put Calloway on Lone
Oak's 42-yard-line, but time ran out on the
Laker's with the final score being 20-7.
Calloway rushed for 103 yards in the gaine ancl
made 10 first downs. Lone Oak had no first downs
in the game. Eric Hogancamp led the Lakers
with 45 yards on 15 carries. Rudolph had 30 yards
on 14 carries. turd had 38 yards on 6 carries.

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY

(Cont'd from page 10)
But it was not until the
81-minute match was
nearly over that Becker
recognized how lopsided
It was.
In the other men's
quarterfinal on Thursday, No. 16 Miloslav
Mecir, Srejber's countryman, upended No. 7
Joakim Nystrom 6-4,
•
6-2, 3-6, 6-2.
Becker meets Mecir,
whom he has beaten
three times in four matches — including the
quarterfinals at
Wimbledon this year —
and top-seeded and
defending champion
Ivan Lendl of
Czechoslovakia plays
No. 4 Stefan Edberg of
Sweden in Saturday's
semifinals.
Today's women's
semifinals featured the
top three players and
No. T Helena Sukova of
Czechoslovakia.
Chris Evert Lloyd,
seeded second and seeking her seventh Open
crown, faced Sukova in
the first match.. Topseed Martina
Navratilova, winner of
two Opens, played No. 3
Stein Graf of West GerMany in the other
semifinal.

1

SCOREBOARD

Becker
advances
to semis

901 SYCAMORE

1r
/
7
rountasisnal
mew honor
•••••••••••.11•11.
-1•

753-8355

BASEBALL STANDINGS
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
79
75
71
70
67
96
64

Boston
Toronto
New York
Detroit
Cleveland
Baltimore
Milwaukee

10
66
66

Pct.
.f44
.5110
.530
.519
.496
.436
.481

GO
—
4%
8%
10
13
13
15

.571
.515
.447
.463
.437
.436
.436

—
7%
14
14%
18
18
18

Wed Dsion
California
Texas
Oakland
Kansas City
Seattle
Chicago
Minnesota

START WITH

Lone Oak tuusned with only 12 total rushing
yards.
Curd completed one pass out of nine attempts
and one interception. Lone Oak's Preston Snelling threw only,one pass, which was intercepted.
The 'turnovers were similar: Calloway had
three and Lone Oak had four. Lone Oak took advantage of two of those turnovers, though, and
scored twice.
The Laker freshmen play again Thursday,
Sept. 11, at Graves County. The game is set to
start at 6:30 p.m.

76
69
63
62
511

57
65
72
72
76
75
.75

Thursday's Games
Kansas Oty 1, Chicago 0
Onnand 15, Milwaukee 4
Only games scheduled
Friday's Gunn
Minnesota (Viola 13.10) at Boston (Clemens 30-4).
In)
Toronto t Johnson 4-11 at Chicago (Dotson 9-131, )
Seattle (Brown 44) at Baltimore (Dixon 10-10i.
Kansas City Bankhead 8-71 at Texas (13•Witt 7.9).
(n)
CleVeliuid (Niekro 10.101 at Milwaukee (Reiman
4.10). in)
Detroit (Terrell 11-11) at Oakland (Rip
New York I Drabek 3-7) at California (Chadwick
04). In)
$19.9,111.0 Games
Minnesota at Boston.Toronto at Chicago
Detroit int Oakland
Seattle it Baltimore. In)
Kansas Cltiat Texas. )n)
Cleveland an Milwaukee, In)
New York at California. In)
Sunday's Games
Minnesota at Boston
Seattle at Baltimore
Toronto at Chicago
Cleveland at Milwaukee
Detroit at Oakland

9.10),

New York at California
Kansas City at Texas, In!
—— —
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Eastpivision
av
New York •
63
Philadelphia
67
Louis
St,
65
Montreal
56.
Chicago
54
Pittsburgh
West Division
76
liouston
68
Cincinnati
se
San Francisco
63
Los Angeles '
tti
San Diego
12
Atlanta

44
64
66
66
78
78

669
519
504
496
414
409

20
22
23
34
344

57
66
66
70
71
70

571
521
493
474
470
.470

—
8
104
13
134
134

5253

• Engine designed to last 50% longer
• Convenient easy pull manual starting
• Light and sturdy aluminum
deck

Reg. $349.95
SAVE $50.00

$29995
21" STEEL DECK "SPECIAL" PUSH
MOWER THAT MOWS, BAGS,
_
MULCHES OR SHREDS
• Engine designed to last 500/0 longer
• Convenient easy pull manual starting
\ • Rugged steel deck for years of
durability

7072
Reg. $349.95
SAVE $50.00

• Fingertip height adjusters

$

sOsmes
Montreal 4, San Francisco 2
scheduled
game
Only
Friday's Ganes
San Francisco (Blue 54) at Montreal (Tibbs
-- •
San Diego (Hawkins 114) at New York Marilee
(nI
,
Lee Angola& I lienhiser 111-10) at Philadelphia(Cer
man 74).(n)
Chicago (Sutcliffe 4-12) at Cincinnati

9995

90 Days Some As Cash Financing Available

MORE THAN A MOWER,A

nerovning

oti
Pittsburgh (Rhoden 111-7) at Atlanta (-4.5). OH
St. Louis(Conroy 44)at Houston(Mohan@ 941.(n)
Orme
San Diego at New York
Los Angeles at Philadelphia. 1n)
Chicago at Cincinnati, In)
"San Francisco at Montreal. Int
Pittsburgh at AUantni. In)
St Louts at Houston,(n)
Sundifs Gaines
San Francisco at Montreal
San Diego at New York
Los &metes at Phlladelpfila
Pittsburgh at Atlanta
Chicago at Cincinnati
St Louts at Houston

Saardixes

AIN
ALL SEASONS Lawn & Leisure

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

19" PUSH MOWER WITH TOP-OFTHE-UNE FEATURES THAT'S IDEAL,
FOR SMALL LAWNS AND TRIM
MOWING

205 N. 4th

753-8355
ka.

Murray

753-4110

.1

•
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fishing line

DALE MAUPIN shows off the 5-pound
largemouth bass he caught on a buzzbait Sept. 1
at Kentucky Lake.

1

41 Super Shell

vd6 Where "Service Is Our Business"

by Jerry Maupin

Kentucky Lake is slowly but surely dropping to
its winter pool stage and
fishing conditions are
improving. The cool
nights are gradually winning out over the warm
days and the water
temperature is dropping
also.
The white bass are fat
and sassy and can be
found mostly along the
main river bars and good
creek channels. I haven't
seen any "jumps" this
week but I am confident
when conditions get
right, they will come up.
Don Wells and his wife
have had some good
days fishing under the
bridges. They were
casting rooster tail spinners next to the pilings
where the shad minnows
congregate and bingo,
that's where the stripes
were waiting for a
morsel to come by!
Don caid the best day

ever was when they
boated 80. I'm still looking for some of those lazy
calm September days
when the fish really start
feeding on the surfw„
like they have in yeirs
past.
Jeanne and I went out
early on the 31st and
chased the smallmouth
bass around for awhile.
We started out buzzing
the banks and raised a
lot of small fish but soon
decided we would have
to go deep for the big
ones. I tied on some
crankbaits and told
Jeanne if she caught a
smallmouth five pounds
or better I would have it
mounted.
She did it, a beautiful
five pound 2 ounce hunk
of brown lightning latched onto her lure and tried
to break her arms but
after several minutes
came to the net!

EDITOR'S NOTE —
-TVs—hardly a saga of
marauding monkeys
terrorizing the Florida
countryside. But when
monkeys start biting
people and stealing
their food, it's time to do
something, state
wildlife officials say.
That's presented a
tourist attraction with
the problem of _how to
keep amorous monkeys
at home without locking
them in cages.
By PAT LEISNER
Associated Press Writer
SILVER SPRINGS,
Fla. (AP) — Since the
1930s when Tarzan
swung through the
jungle-like foliage along
the pristine Silver
River, wild monkeys
have roamed free at this
popular old tourist attraction in Central
Florida.
Johnny Weismuller
and the rest of the cast
filmed the last Tarzan
movie here half a century ago, but they left
behind some friends, a
colony of rhesus
monkeys, hardy little
primates that grow to
about 30 pounds.
The rub is, descendants of Tarzan's
monkeys started
wandering off their
home turf, sometimes
biting people and stealing food. Their days on

•Dry Storage In Wet Slip •No Weight on Docks
•For Private or Commercial Docks •A Clean Boat
Conserves Fuel and Retains Value

BOAT AIRLIFT & DOCK CO.
Cypress Creek, New Concord, Ky.(502)436-2213

the Silver River appear
to be numbered.
State wildlife officials
say the monkeys have
got to be confined.
Officials of the
4,000-acre Silver Springs park say cages or
fences are out of the
question. It would ruin
the ambiance of the
place. Instead, they're
trying to find new
homes for the monkeys,
with little luck so far.
Meanwhile, animal
rights activists are watching to make sure the
monkeys don't wind up
as guinea pigs, like 200
of their predecessors
who were sold to an
animal research
laboratory.
In the 50 years since
the Tarzan series was
filmed here, the rhesus
monkey population has
swelled, at one point
numbering more than
400 in troops on both
sides of the crystal clear
Silver River.
The monkeys are
favorites of the tourists
plying the river in boats
with glass bottoms, watching schools of fish and
other underwater
creatures. Underwater
limestone caves shimmer in the sunlight, giving the river a silvery
look.
But young primates
sometimes venture into

Lake conditions given
for state's major lakes
On Beautiful Kentucky'Lake

Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?
*Bass Hawk Boots
*Authorized Evinrude
Sales 8, Service
flit 5
RVICI
-J

RR 2 Buchanan Teri (901)232-8221

EEILEAVLEA.

The Best In
Dining Out••

The
Famous Iron Kettle
Restaurant /1
.4D/

4411 .r..••
.
•
A

ON
HIGHWAY 453

IOCA

In The Heart
of I >own town

GRAND
RIVERS, KY.

362-8396

4.E.EEEEEEEIL

01
01

Salad Bar,
Old Fashioned
Home Cooking ;
Et% t

FRANKFORT (AP) — GREEN RIVER —
Heavy rains in some Clear, falling slowly, 1%
areas kept fishing ac- feet below pool, 78.
tivity at Kentucky's ma- CUMBERLAND —
jor lakes lighter than Clear, falling, 23 feet
normal for a Labor Day below pool, 76.
weekend, the state DALE HOLLOW —
Department of Fish and Clear, stable, 1 foot
Wildlife Resources said below pool, 81.
today.
LAUREL — Clear,
These were lake con- stable, 8 feet below pool,
ditions, except Herr- 82.
ington Lake, which did
CAVE RUN — Clear,
not report:
falling, 1% feet below
KENTUCKY — Clear to
pool, 80.
murky, falling, 3 feet
PAINTS VILLE —
below summer pool and
Clear, stable, 3 feet
77 degrees.
below pool, 80.
BARKLEY — Clear,
BUCKHORN — Clear to
falling, 2 feet below
murky, stable, 2 feet
pool, 78.
pool, 78.
below
BARREN — Clear,
stable, at pool, 79.
GRAYSON — Clear,
NOLIN — Clear, falling, stable, 1 foot below pool,
6 inches below pool, 80.
76.
ROUGH RIVER —
DEWEY — Clear to
Clear, stable, at pool, 80. murky, stable, at pool,
TAYLORSVILLE — 75
Murky, falling, 1 foot F1SHTR4P — Clear,
below pool, 82.
stable, at pool, 79
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DON hicCLURE

GRAYSON NIcCLURE

three-pound smallmouth
on light tackle and had
his day made. The bass
made five trips around
the boat (all motors were
raised) before coming in
close enough to be netted. We had some big
fish look us over but
passed us by this time.
My brother Dale went
out with me Tuesday
morning and we had a
ball. He hasn't had the
chance to throw a buzz.
bait in a long time so we
wore a couple out! On his
second cast he asked me
to hold the rod, that lure
looked so good he would
go chase it himself!
We caught a limit but
the highlight of the trip
was when Dale hooked
and landed a five-pound
largemouth! That is his
largest bass since his
early days on Clarks
River!
Happy Fishing!

HAPPY ANGLERS — Jeanne Edwards and
Jerry Maupin display the smallmouth bass they
caught Aug-31 in Kentucky Lake. Hers weighed
5 pounds,2 ounces, and his came in at 5 pounds,6
ounces.

Wild monkeys causing problems on Silver River

Your U-Haul Headquarters
753-91
Hw .641 South

1 isit...

Her loud (almost a
shout) all right, I finally
got that sucker, could be
heard for some distance4
About fifteen minutes
later I set the hook on
another big one and we
had a repeat performance going. It finally
came to the net and
yeighed five pounds 6
ounces! Needless to say
we were both thrilled to
no end. When we returned to Kenlake Marina
Steve Owens was good
enough to make some
photos for us.
I fished Monday! with
Tom Auer. Ken Winters
was supposed to come
along but he came up
lame. Tom and I worked
the same pattern and
several
caught
borderline bass at first.
Conditions were changing so we were forced to
change lures several
times until we clicked on
one. Tom landed a super

Of
te,

1 1/2 MileTFrom Murray On 94E.
of
01
0)
0 Telephone 502-753-6116
°
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•
FURN., FOLK ART, & KENTUCKY CRAFTS
• ANTIQUES
• COLLECTIBLES
• CALICO GIFTS
Mon.-Set. 10 em. tIl 5 p.m
Appointment
Mier Hours by

• REPROD. FURN.
• WE BUY, SELL. TRADE

127:3471

Clinton ir

w. 13th

the surrounding countryside in search of a
mate. State wildlife officials protested that
strays were biting
humans, stealing their
food, ravaging citrus
groves and invading the
nearby Ocala National
Forest where they compete with native species.
State authorities say
17 monkey attacks were
reported between 1977
and 1983 and in June
1984 a 4-year-old
Alabama boy was bitten
on the head in the park
and had to undergo
painful rabies shots.
Game officers say
rhesus monkeys have
been sighted scavenging
garbage bins across the
road from the park, in

population, hoping to since 1980. In each case,
ease the problems, but the attack was invited
instead created more. by humans who tried to
They trapped and sold feed or cuddle the si217 of the monkeys to an mians, she says...
The Florida Game animal laboratory supp"They don't
and „Fresh Water Fish ly house, triggering a , deliberately attack peoCommission ordered public outcry from ple," she says. "They
Silver Springs to either animal rights activists. are not a danger to the
confine or get rid ,of
This time, Silver Spr- public."
about 80 of the monkeys ings has asked humane
According to Mike
that live on the north groups and animal Jacobs, operations
side of the river. That's rights groups to help director, 60 monkeys
the Colony that lives find the monkeys a new have been caught since
closest to State Road 40 home so they don't wind the stile clamped down.
and ignores the rules to lip in laboratory They are being kept in
stay put.
holding pens until all
research
Silver -Rpritege -ARIL Only six of the 17 are rounded up and a
el
jeered confining .Hig —"reported attacks involv-- new home is found.
Florida Leisure Atmonkeys, saying it yids ed Silver Springs
impractical and would monkeys, says Linda tractions, which owns
ruin the natural setting • Wolfe, a primatologist Silver Springs, has
.at the University of agreed to pay shipping
that draws tourists.
The owners two years Florida who has been costs. But so far there
ago thinned the monkey studying these monkeys have been no takers.
back yards in nearby
Ocala and running along
the St. Johns River,60 to
70 miles away.

Longer 1986 goose season, higher quota
West Kentucky's
The Ballard reporting
goose hunters will have area, where goose
a 50-day season this hunters must register
year, with a quota more and report their daily
than double that of last harvest, will have a
season, according to quota of 9,500 Canada
regulations approved by geese. If this number is
the Fish and Wildlife reached before the end
Resources Commission of the season, goose hunat its quarterly meeting ting in- the reporting
in Frankfort Aug. 25.
area will close.
The season for However, goose hunting
Canada geese in Ken- in the counties
tucky's Western Water- associated with this
fowl Zone will open Dec. reporting area will con13 and run through Jan. tinue for an additional
31, 1987, or until the seven days, or until Jan.
harvest quota is reach- 31, whichever comes
ed. This year's quota for first.
the entire zone is 15,000
The counties
geese, a substantial in- associated with the
crease from last year's Ballard reporting area
quota of 7,000.
include the remainder

State's 1986 dove
season projection
Kentucky s dove
season opened Sept. 1.
Limits and shooting
hours are the same as in
past years with the daily
bag limit being 12 and
the possession limit 24.
Shooting hours are 11
a.m. until sunset daily
until Oct. 21.
A survey of dove
populations at various
wildlife management
areas across the state
Indicates fair to good
regional dove concentrations. Hunters in the
western and central portions of the state can expect good concentrations; however, populations appear to be down

somewhat in the northern and eastern portions of the state.

of Ballard County and
those portions of McCracken, Graves,
sle, Hickman, Fulton
and Marshall counties
in the Western Waterfowl Zone.
The quota for the
Henderson-Union reporting area, where
hunters also must
register and report their
harvest, is 3,000 geese.
If that quota is reached
before Jan. 31, the
season in that reporting
area will close, but
those portions of Crittenden, Livingston and
Lyon counties in the
Western Waterfowl
Zone will remain open
an additional seven
days, or until Jan. 31.
Hunting for ,goose
species other than
Canada geese will be
allowed in the Western
Waterfowl zone from
Nov. 27 through Jan. 20

We use the Allen Computer Engine Analyzer with printout
Tune-Up, Computer Ignition
Carburetor & Fuel Injections Service

GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER INC.

All waterfowl hunters
will be required to use
non-toxic steel shot in
the Western Waterfowl
Zone beginning Sept. 1,
1986. The bag limit on
Canada geese remains
at two per day, and
other regulations also
remain essentially unchanged from last year.

TVA to conduct safety drill

TVA will hold a drill
during the week of Sept.
Data from a spring 15 to test its ability to
survey conducted by respond in case of an
wildlife biologists in emergency at one of its
Kentucky and other dams.
Such drills are held
eastern states indicate
that there was a 16 per- periodically as part of
cent increase in the TVA's dam safety
breeding population this program.
"The exercise will inyear. A recent cold snap
In the northern states volve a simulated
has apparently pushed emergency and the
mapy of the doves fur- mobilization of the full
ther south and perhaps resources of the agency
into Kentucky. Hunters required to handle it,"
should look for good said Bill Bivens,
hunting conditions Manager of Power
across the state on Engineering, who has
been designated TVA's
Monday.

4PVANO(49 7KOMVOLOOV ,
fo,
FOR TOPAYT
to.
n49,4NOC•94UION08/ZE.Q::::

or until the close of the
Canada goose season.
In the Eastern Waterfowl Zone, hunting for
all species o( geese will
commence an Nov. 12
and will run through
Jan. 20, 1987. The boundary between teastern and western
zones begins at the
Kentucky-Tennessee
border in Fulton, then
extends north to
Henderson along the
Purchase Parkway,
1-24, US 641, US 60 and
US 41.

Dam Safety Officer.
Bivens said that State
and local emergency
management agencies
will be alerted and invited to participate in
the drill. The news
media also will be
alerted, and mock briefings will be arranged
near the dam.
The drill will take
place at a TVA dam in
upper east Tennessee.
However, the specific
location and date will
not be disclosed in advance to provide as
much realism as possible, Bivens said
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OUTDOOR LIFE
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Family driven back to basics

Bow Donated to LBL Sportsman's Rally - Jim
Strelec of Knight and Hale Game Calls, Cadiz,
displays a compound bow donated by the Ben
Pearson Archery Company. The bow is one of
many door prizes to be awarded during the first
Outdoor Sportsman's Rally at Land Between The
Lakes(LBL). The Rally will take place Sept., 12-14
at LBL's Hillman Ferry Campground. For more -information, contact LBL's Outdoor Recreation,
Section at (502) 924-5602, extension 213.

BIG CAT -Radford (left) and M. W.
Henry,
brothers who fished together for the first
time in
many years this summer, display the 45
-pound
catfish they took off a trot line near Pine Bluff
Shores.

Duck season to op-en Nov. 27
Kentucky's 1986-87
duck season will open
Nov. 27, with hunters
once again using the
point system to determine daily. bag and
possession limits, accoding to regulations
approved by the Fish
and Wildlife Resources
Commission at its
quarterly meeting in
Frankfort Aug. 25.

conventional limit, the taken legally in two
commission voted to days of hunting.
return to the'point
This year's point
system, which had been values are:
used in Kentucky since
100 points...-. mallard
1974. Under this system, hen and black duck
different species of
70 points - wood
ducks are assigned duck, redhead and hoodspecific ponit values, ed-Merganser
and a hunter reaches his . 35 points - mallard
daily limit when the drake, pintail and all
value of the last duck ducks not listed in other
taken, added to the point categories
values of the ducks
20 points - all teal
already in the bag, species, gadwall,
reaches or exceeds 100 widgeon, shoveler,
points.
scaup and all other
mergansers.
The possession limit is
Canvasbacits may riot
the number of ducks be taken this season.
that could have been Coots have a point value

The first phase of the
split duck season will
run through Nov. 30,
with the second segmentscheduled for Dec.
14-Jan. 18.
After one year under a

of zero, but there is a
daily limit of 15 and a
possession limit of 3.0 on
coots.
Steel shot will be required for all waterfowl
hunting in the Western
Waterfowl Zone effective Sept. 1, 1986. The
boundary between the
eastern and western
zones begins at the
Kentucky-Tennessee
line at Fulton and runs
northward to the
Kentucky -Indiana
border at Henderson
along the Purchase
Parkway, 1-24, U.S. 641,
U.S. 60 and U.S. 41.

Study: Children more out of shape
NEW YORK (API New research findings
th_atshow
schoolchildren to be fatter and less in shape
than their counterparts
in 1975 and 1980 fall well
in line with other studies
in the area, an expert
says.
"We're raising a na-

tion of butterballs," said
Guy Reiff, professor of
physical education at
the University of
Michigan, who has conducted five national
studies of youth fitness.
The finding of less
cardiovascular fitness
in today's youth is "consistent with (results

1E.

W All
SUPPL(

from) everything we're
doing," said Reiff.
He agreed with Dr.
Kenneth Cooper, who introduced the new
study's results to
reporters on Thursday,
that the findings support
concern about risk of
heart disease.
Cooper, founder of the

the Institute for
Aerobics Research in
Dallas, which did the
study, said results made
him "afraid of what's
going to happen over the
next 20 years."
The study included
167,900 students aged 5
to 17, tested during the
1985-1986 school year.

01

&

,

Ballard wildlife area
hunting dates are set

753-4563

512 S. 12th
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"When we first moved
out here, he went to his
grandmother's house on
Friday., nights so he
could watch TV cartoons on Saturday."
But Mrs. Driver said
her son, who_once
thought it impossible to
leave an air-conditioned
house, eventually found
that the Boy Scouts paled in comparison to
everyday living.
"Now he rides around
on his bike, shoots his
BB guns and goes hiking
a lot," she said. "He
even is doing a little better in school."
At night, Mrs. Driver
will read aloud from
classics such as David
Copperfield, Mark
Twain or western

toto

'87
Yamaha
4 wheelers
are here!

novels. Other times„she
sews leather petits and
jackets; her husband
tools designs on the
scraps.
Visitors are a special
treat, although not
everyone is enthralled
with the lack of everyday luxuries.
"My husband's father
said to us, 'I've worked
all my life to get away
from this,' '' Mrs.
Driver said.
"A lot of people like
the atmosphere, though.
A lot of people say they
want to do this too but
they don't have the
courage," she said.
"It never occurred to
Me that we needed the
courage - we just did
it."

c-i.A..14r,1 a

Town & Country
Yamaha
753-8078 100

Hwy. 94E

Every Day Specials That You
Can't Afford To Miss!
Includes prime beef steaks, fresh Ky. Lake
catfish, seafoods, p4-ate lunches and
sandwiches.
*Savings up to $2.00 on some items!

Ky. Lake Lodge
Restaurant
Hwy. 68 & 80 at Aurora, Ky.
Open 5 a.m.-9 p.m. 7 Days A Week

COACHMEN' ARGOSY
•

CAMP-A-RAMA
R.V. SALES AND SERVICE

(502)527-7807
Hwy 68 - Jct. 641
Draffenville, KY
Hwy. 67
Darn

.Droffr,le
&won

Mon.-Sat. 8 till 5

We

Sell LP Gas

For All Your
Taxidermy

Needs

.....

'IN
:

Wallace's Taxidermy

We install Automotive Glass
And We Also Make
Hydraulic Hoses.

ACROSS.

"I can the tenderloin,
ST. CHARLES, Ky.
I AP) - Even camping cure and smoke some
was a little too comfor- hams, and make jerky
table for Joe and with the rest," Mrs.
Driver said. "We cook
Lavonne Driver.
Periodic trips in a up the ribs and eat them
pop-up trailer, plugged for days."
About once a week,
into nearby electric and
sewer hookups, just Mrs. Driver takes the
didn't satisfy their urge family's old pickup
truck into town to purto get back to basics.
The solution was chase staples.
"We eat a lot less junk
nothing less than
drastic. Last year, they now," she said. "We
sold their home, cancel- don't eat as much meat.
ed the electric, gas and Now I set out a lot of
telephone services and high-protein meals like
gave away much of macaroni and cheese or
something with canned
their furniture.
Today, the Drivers salmon.
"I will say this - we
and their 12-year-old son
Josh are living in a weren't sick at all last
hand-built log cabin, winter."
The economic advannestled among tall pines
on a secluded 10-acre tages are obvious: The
lot. Goats, chickens and Drivers spend about $30
dogs wander around a month on "utilities":
kerosene, ice and batfreelyA dinner bell with a teries for a flashlight
rope has replaced the and a portable radio their one concession to
family telephone.
Kerosene lamps keep in touch with the
flicker off bare wood rest of the world.
And with Driver laid
walls. The lock on the
front door is made of a off from work at a nearleather cord and wood by coal mine, becoming
self-sufficient has taken
pin.
A wood-burning stove on a new meaning.
"I don't know how we
substitutes for a modern
range. A washboard and would have coped with
outdoor clothesline are $200 a month in light and
the _equivalent of a water bills," Mrs.
• • Driver said. "It doesn't
washer and dryer.
Instead of indoor cost me anything to
plumbing, the Drivers cook and heat the house
haul buckets of water other than to chop
from a spring. An wood."
The natural way of
outhouse in the
life appealed to at least
backyard is a luxury.
"This is a dream one other family.
we've always had," Driver's brother•Dewey
Mrs. Driver said recent- and his wife Bonnie are
ly, taking time from her building their .osvn log
chores to describe the ..cabin In a nearby,,clearfamily's new lifestyle. i n g and4camping
"We didn't come out alongside the site in the
here to escape people, meantime.
Dewey Driver paused
just things."
Leaving a telephone a moment from his
behind took some doing, hammering, staring at
the hand-hewn logs, to
she admits.
"At first I missed it," reflect on his family's
she said. "I was one of new lifestyle.
"We figured we'd pay
those people who would
call around to four or for this house with hard
five stores if I wanted to work instead of financing it for the next five
buy something.
"But I'm better years," he said.
"The American
satisfied now and less
stir-crazy than-I was," dream - they took it
Mrs. Driver said. "I away from most peohave taken more to • ple," he said, "but not
all of us."
writing letters."
The change was not
Another lost luxury
was a refrigerator. Mrs. dreamlike, however, to
Driver stores food in a the couples' children.
Bonnie Driver said
specially constructed
closet that stays cold her 18-year-old son
with ice in the summer "couldn't comprehend
and a vent in the winter. how he was going to get
Because many of their ready for school without
meals consist of g'ame a blow dryer."
Lavonne Driver said
that Driver and his son
hunt in the nearby her son, Josh, "thought
woods, Mrs. Driver has it was unfair at first. We
become adept at living told him that when he
grew up he could do
without a freezer.
A squirrel is a quick things the way he
meal compared to a wanted to do it, but for
deer, which presents now he had to do it our
way.
storage problems.

48 Id 48

52

IIINUI

1 Fabricator
Unemployed
Repast
"Easter —"
Father or
mother
Frozen water
7 Boredom
8 Wooden
hammer

Answer to
Previous Puzzle

MALES LAYER
PARENT OREGON
ANET RISKS TA
IS HIDES HAM
NE ROVER TOTE
TROUPES RITES
USES SATE
RATES UPI LLED
ATES PURSE AE
DOR AERIE [VA
AN TENET EVEN
CIEGARD ERRORS
SOOOS S OROS
Latvian
9 Solo
currenCl
10 Author Uris
11 Alight
36 Builds
37 Biblical
19 Sn is its
strong man
symbol
38 The self
21 Music as
written
39 Metal
42 River in
24 Aries
Germany
25 Poem
43 Fasten
26 Speck
28 Type of cross 44 Semester
46 Peel
29 Blunder
47 Seth's son
30 Female ruff
48 Experiment
34 Plagues
51 Be in debt
35 Unit of

Goose and duck hun- cluding only one
ting season on the Saturday.
Ballard Wildlife
No duck hunting
Management Area in
blinds
will be available,
will
Ballard County
may be taken
but
ducks
open Dec. 18, with the
blinds durgoose
from
scheduled
duck season
season on
duck
ing
the
to run through Jan. 18
area.
the
season
goose
and the
through Jan. 31 or until
Application forms are
the goose harvest quota available from Department of Fish and
is reached, whichever
Wildlife Resources percomes first.
Applications to hunt sonnel or by writing:
at this area must be Department of Fish and
made on standardized Wildlife Resources, 1
forms available from Game Farm Road,
the Department of Fish Frankfort, Ky. 40601.
The application
and Wildlife Resources.
Hunters are limited to deadline is September
two days per year, in- 30, 1986.

•

"Your Satisfaction is Our Satisfaction"

Deer Mount Specialists
Coles Campground Rocid753-6491
Murray
E.11111EVEALILIE..

Blood River
Fish Market
Featuring Fresh Catfish

1.35
per pound

rn

Open 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Located on Hwy. 280 in Pottortown
•
"4"-'-:11."—
436-2771

VE.WEE*..

‘.

‘.

VVIA

Pittman Wheel
Alignment

Kenlake

arina

Complete Line of Fishing
and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor, Ski &
Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires

410 N. 46
753-8346-753-6779

to

EVE*:

Pontoon Rentals
Guide Service, Covered
Storage, Launching
Ramp,Tackle, Bait.
Horatio 502 74-2245 or 474-2211 Ext. 171

•
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CLASSIFIEDS
2 .Notice

Do you need
prayer?
Counseling?
Call 753-1622
753-7217
BETHESDA
MINISTRIES
115 S. 4th St.
WANT someone to take
over payments on Lake
Barkley Resort Deal
753-3781.

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 19?
still
in
Unless
School or College
their family group
hospital insurance
may haye expired
dne- 40 age. Our
most popular Major Medical Policy
offers comprehensive benefits at
reasonable rates.
For free information call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
••free local claim service"

Notice

2

NOTICE
Our Sales Force will
be here to better
serve you until 6:30
p.m. on Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday
and Friday

Purdom
Motors Inc.
1300 121 Bypass
Murray, Ky.
753-5315
WANTED: Folks who
like to get aquainted
with more folks. Russell
Chapel United Methodist Church, Hwy. 732.
near Center Ridge
Songs you like to sing
Bible sermons. Church
service every Sunday at
9:45a m. Phone . 4742347.

HARDY
MUMS
Ready for
planting

$4.25 each
Hoffman's
Nursery
Hwy. 94 East
759-4512

2

Notice

2

Notice

PAMS CAKE HUT. THE Gold Nugget, west
Have you got an an- side of square,
niversary or wedding Mayfield, Ky. 247-6762.
coming up? Then stop Diamonds, black hills
by and check out our gold, 14kt gold chains.
cakes. Plus receive a
We sell for less!" "We
10% discount during guarantee it." Jimmy
Sept. All our cakes are Thompson Jeweler.
made fresh. Nothing is
made ahead then frozen
and we use scratch--'5 Lost and Found
made butter cream
gold nuggef
icing. We put that extra LOST
effort into our cakes to bracelet Reward Lost
make them something over the weekend Call
special to remember. 753-0967 or 753-1456.
Call 759.4-492, 410 Main 6. Help Wanted
St. or 437-4455.
3000 GOVERMENT Jobs
List. $16,040 -$59,230 year.
Now hiring. Call 805-6876000 Ext. R-8155.
DO you need a job and
hope for the future?
You may qualify if you
Are you paying DON'T have a GED or
High School diploma
over $360 a year? and have been out of
Do you really have school 9 months or more
and are between ages of
the best plan?
16 & 22. You must live in
prescription
Are
Calloway County. Call
drugs covered?
us at JTPA 753.9378
Don't pay more Monday -Friday
8a.m.-1p.m.
than necessary!!
EASY ASSEMBLV
Call
WORK! $714.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No sales. Details-- send
stamped envelope:
Elan- 332, 3418 En753-7273
terprise, Ft. Pierce, Fl.
33482.
305 N. 4th
HEALTH care assistant
Murray
administrator for 100
bed personal care facility. Health care experience required. LPN
with business background preferred. Send
resume to Marla
Gosnell, Fern Terrace
Lodge, 1505 Stadium
View Dr., Murray, Ky.
42071. NEED cosmetologist.
Call 753-1701.
NOW training highly
motivated people for
sales position. $500 to
$1000 per week income
potential, Aurora area.
474-2300. SALES GOLDMINE.
National music & video
company need top distributors & sales reps.
Excellent income &
repeat business. 702-8514682 11-4p.m.
SECRETARIAL posttibn. Full-time.
Typing/office skills a
must, shorthand a plus.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 596, Murray, Ky.
SECRETARY/ r e ceptionist/ salesperson. Self starter, em
otionally & mentally
tough, positive attitude,
ability to deal with
public. A take charge
type person with some
sales/ typing/ computer/ phone skills.
Salary position in a 1
person office. Apply in
person: Headquarters,
715 S. 12th St. No phone
calls.

Medicare
Supplement
Insurance

Bennett &
Associates

Psychologist

,Western State Hospital
Hopkinsville, Ky. 42240

Minimum education: Masters degree in
psychology from an accredited university.

Job requirements: Knowledge of
psychological testing, psychotherapy,
behavior modification.

Starting salary with no experience:.
$18,200.
Write: Dr. Carol Ruff,
Western State Hospital
P.O. Box 2200, Hopkinsville, Ky. 42240
or Call: (502) 886-4431 ext. 315

6

Help

Wanted

Shell Bulk Plant Station
on S. 4th St. is accepting
male & female applications for station
attendant. Applicants
MUST be neat, clean &
courteous, Interested
persons should apply in
person only. No phone
calls will be accepted.
TELEPHONE sOes. 95
an hour, Call Mr.
Bollegar 753-6706 ext. 21
after 9a.m.
WANTED: career
minded Individual to
service pro
perty/casualty insurance accounts in our
Benton, Ky. office. Experience is preferred.
Send resume to David
Moffitt, Vice President,
Peel & Holland, P.O.
Box 97, Benton, KY.
42025. No phone calls
pease.
WANTED- tenor singer,
drummer and bass
player for a prominent
local southern gospel
quartet. Must be a
dedicated Christian.
Call 762-6106 or 759-9649.

RN'S NEEDED
Full-time, part-time and
weekend availability.
Contact Manor House
of Dover. Dover, In.
615-232-6902
Wanted

9. Situation

ATTENTION working
mothers- responsible,
loving care given to
your child, at my home.
Call 753-1488.
CARPENTER available. Need anything built
or repaired? Please call
after 5p.m. 753-4197.
F 0 R all of your
fireplace repair workdampers. gas pipes,
firebox, chimney
cleaning. For estimates
Rick- 753-0953.
I will keep an elderly
lady in my home, in
Hazel. Good references.
$750 a month. Call
492-8510.
MOTHER of two, will
baby sit, very good with
children of all ages.
Plenty of love and space.
Call 759-4104.
WILL babysit
6a.m.-11p.m. any day
including weekends.
Best references, mother
of three. Call 437-4897.
WILL do general cleaning, $5 hour. Excellent
references. 489-2655
after 5p.m..
keep and care for
elderly lady in our
home. Wel I experienced, good references. Call 753-6392.

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H.
TAPIOCA PLWIN6... MY
PAO 6AVE ME MY NAME..
I-IE'S IN LICENSING...

SAO I'M GOING TO
BE ON GREETiNt; CARPS,
LUNCH BOXES TV
ANP EVERYTHING!

WHAT VJP6
IT ABOUT"

CANT
TELL
'via)

OBVIOUSLY
NO BEER
COMMERCIALS

BPEEP
FORGETTING

Wanted
22.Musical
WILL sit with elderly or PIANOS Spinet used.
sick. Good references. Used Grand pianos.
Call after 5p.m. in the New used organs.
eve. Phone 753-4590.
Practice pianos.
Lonardo Piano Co. next
14.Want to Buy
to Penney's, Paris,
WANT to buy- very old Tenn.
furniture- old baby USED Spinet piano, like
items. Call 753-3642- new, $800. Call 437-4432
days, 753-5738 nights.
WANT to buy high chair
& play pen. Call 24. Miscellaneous
489-2699.
30" SEARS electric
range, brand new, still
15. Articles for Sale
under warranty;
1 ADMIRAL refrigera- Maytag washer, exceltor, light cream color, lent condition; Mon$150. Call 753-2995 or tgomery Ward washer,
759-4620.
20 lb. capacity, excelGOOD used dryer, sided lent condition: 4000
by side freezer re- BTU air conditioner; 2frigerator. Call 753-4684.
30" gas ranges; 2
WHIRLPOOL re- frostfree refrigerators,
frigerator. only $8 per Sears & Whirlpool.
week. Rudolph McKinney Appliance
Goodyear -Whirlpool, Service, 203 S. 7th St.
753-8505.
753-0595
9 RICK seasoned har16. Home Furnishings
dwood, 20-22 inches
per rick. Less
4-PIECE BR set, s75, long, $25
rick order- $30
very good condition. than 3
753-4120 after
Living room set, $100, rick. Call
753 - 0 798
fair condition. Anyone 7 p m
interested can inquire 8a.m.-6p.m.
COMMODORE 64
after 4p.m. 436-2106.
with manual,
9 PIECE_ Thomasville computer
old, $75. Call
dining grouping- china 7 months
5p.m.
cabinet, buffet, table & 753-7353, after
six chairs. Farily cer- DRAPES, carpet, ortain cherry wood. Re- gan, couch, bed,
gular over $2,000, now springs, mattress, ocjust $700. Call 753-9377 cupied Japan dishes,
misc. Small AMC car,
after 6p.m.
couch & $950. After 5p.m. 753chair, new condition, 5292.
rust, brown & beige LARGE, large, large
design. Recliner rocker, selection of storage
rust color, like new. Call buildings in stock for
immediate delivery.
753-7581 after 4p.m.
IRON bed, $55. Also, Acree Portable
Mayfield,
some pieces of wicker. Buildings,
Ky. 502-247-7831.
Call 753-5389.
Office
WHIRLPOOL heavy CRYTES Used
Furniture, 1016 Jefferduty washer, only $6 per
Paducah, KY.
week. Rudoph son St.,
chairs,
Goodyear- Whirlpool, 442-4302. Desks,
files and much more753-0595.
Good quality used
furniture.
19. Farm Equipment
PIONEER turntable
A Farmer's friend. A with super scope,,,
Blaze King Wood Stove AM/FM receiver & a
and his chain saw. Save pair of Harman Kardon
1/3 the work with our speakers, M. 759-4151
catalytic. Morgan's after 5p.m.
Furniture, 503 E. PROTECT your inWashington, Paris, Tn.
vestment put a rubber
20. Sports Equipment --bet mat in 'yciiir new
pick-up truck. Also,
REMINGTON Wingm- have tool boxes for
aster 20 gauge shotgun, compact pick-ups.
modified choke, ven- Stokes Tractor 753-1319.
tilated rib, like new. SEASONED firewood.
Call 492-8604.
Oak, hickory, mixed
hardwoods, min. order22
Musical
2 ricks- $30/ rich
BALDWIN Orga-Sonic, delivered. For a full
solid wood, two measure- call John
keyboard with 3 1/2 Boyer at 753-0338.
octave each, plus 13 key T.V. tower, $75. Call
bass foot control, over 753-0834.
50 selections of Pan- W HIRLPOOL
oramic Tone, 45" W, 34" microwave oven, only
H, 22" D, as is , best bid $4 per week. Rudolph
over $500, reply to C. Goodyear- Whirlpool,
Clark, 1606 Ryan 753- 753-0595.
7753.
2 6 . TV -Radio
9. Situation

riUSI#LINE

SALES HELP WANTED
Sell part time for The CourierJournal. Good commission. Work

your own pace. Sales help needed the
year around in your area. This is a
good part time job for extra income.
No experience necessary, but self
starters wanted. For more information
contact Bob Rodgers, Mgr. P.O. Box
598, Murray, Ky. 42071

HELP WANTED

E MOST RAVE A VERY
POPULAR EAR STYLE

MIND IF I A6K WHERE 20E6
A OUESTION 2 THE ELECTRICITY
GO WHEN YOU
TURN THE
Lie/470PP?

YOU 5NOULDN'T
NAVE 6A1f7
THAT

9-S

cawir
aeLJ EVE

IT'S '71-E ONLY WAY I
CAN KEEP UP 441TH THE
SOAP OPERAS

The Purchase District Health Department has an opening for a registered
nurse to function as Home Health coordinator, to include some direct care
duties. The position is based in Graves
County. Classifications: Community
Health Nurses IV or V. Starting Salary:
$8.62 to $9.05($646.50 to $678.75 biweekly), based on education and experience. Applicants must be graduates of
a school of nursing accredited by the National League for Nursing, be eligible for
Kentucky licensure and have some nursing experience. Excellent fringe package.
Applications may be picked up at the Purchase District Health Department Administrative Office, 320 North Seventh
Street, Mayfield, the Graves County
Health Center, North Seventh and
Lockridge, Mayfield, or other Purchase
area health department offices. Applications will be accepted until the position is
filled. Transcripts are required. EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

PAPER
CARRIER

needed for
city delivery
(Mur-Cal Apts.-Murray
Manor-Riviera Courts
Area).

Apply in person at
the Murray Ledger &
Times.

_

29. Heating and Cooling
NEW Sears, coal &
wood stove, $250. Call
753-8838 after 3:30p.m.
30

Business

Rentals

CREEK VIEW
SELF
STORAGE
Hwy. 641 N.
24 Hr. private entrance
753-6734
32

Apts for Rent

1 BR duplex, appliances
furnished, central
heat/air. Deposit require& No pets. Northwood subdivision
$200 a month. Call
753-4873.
2 BR, 1 1/2 bath
duplex. Clean, attractive, newly painted,
carpeted throughout,
range, refrigerator,
fireplace. No pets. $200
per month. Deposit
required. Call #36-2755.
2 RR apt. 3 miles east of
town on private road,
$170 per month. Also, 1
BR on N. 4th St. $125. No
pets. 753-8848. No calls
between 8:30p.m.
DUPLEX, new 3 BR,
double carport, appliances furnished,
central heat & air. Close
to campus. Call
753-5114.
tXTRA nice 2 BR
duplex. Must see to
appreciate. $325 per
month. No pets. Call
492-8885 daytime, after
7:30p.m. 753-9874.
MUR-Cal apts. Northwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR.
Now renting. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
759-4984.
NICE 2 BR apt, appliances furnished, $245
per month. Call
759-4406.
NICELY furnished 1 & 2
bedroom apts. Located
near campus. Call 7536111 days or 753-0606
evenings.
1 or 2 bedroom Apartment near downtown
Murray. Call 753-4109 or
762-6650.
ONE bedroom furnished apt. $145. No
pets. Call 753-3949.
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
Equal Housing
Opportunity.
TOWN house duplex on
Southside, quiet, private area. Appliances,
furnished. Central heat
& air. 1 1/2 b411),
grounds kept. Call 7533343.
VACANT, super 2 BR
duplex. Also, 1 BR
furnished, nice, close to
MAGNAVOX console college. Coleman Real
color TV., only $7 per Estate 753-9898
week. Rudolph
Goodyear- Whirlpool, 34. Houses for bent
753-0595.
2 BR house for rent.
Couples only. Call 75327. Mobile Homes for Sale
4389.
12x52 ATLANTIC with 3 BR, appliances fur18x22 add-on, 2 BR, 1 nished. $350 per month.
bath, sun deck, 10x20 420 S. 9th St. Call
screened-in front porch, 753-5094.
excellent condition. Call 3 BR, extra nice home,
electric. 1109 Vine. $250
after 5p.m. 753-4178.
12x60, 2 BR trailer, a month. Appliances
excellent condition. Call furnished. Call Melisia
753-8835.
489-2611.
1969 10x50, 1 BR. Gro- 3 BR house, 209 S. 13th,
gan's Trailer Park Call carpeted, air conbefore Ila.m. or after ditioned. No pets.
Available now. Gas
8:30p.m. 753-0204.
1974 12x68 GLEN - heat. $275 a month. Call
BROOK, all electric, 4" 753-4862.
walls, storm windows, REDECORATED wall-tocopper wiring, central wall carpet, 5 room
heat, window air, 2 BR, house, bath utility, near
1 bath. Sell partially Murray. No pets, Refurnished or un- sponsible couple. $185.
furnished. Also, 12x24 References. 753-7551.
free standing room,
fixed up for wood stove 36 For Rent or Lease
& storage room, will sell FOR your rental needs
with or without. Trailer call Coleman RE 753is sitting on 6 acres 5 9898. Lake house,
miles north of Murray. duplexes, apts., and
Possibly would rent lot house in country.
to right person. Call Available now.
759-1132.
TRAILER space for
1975 DOUBLE wide, rent. $75 per month. Gas
wood siding, wood truss hookup, septic tank.
shingled roof,. family Call 753-0329.
room with wood stove, 3
1/2 bath, storm 37. Livestock-Supplies
windows/doofs, -dia=
hwasher, refrigerator, SIMMtNTAL and
stove, central heat/air, Simbrah bulls. Per9 acres in N. Calloway. formance & semen
Mid 30's. 753-8904 or tested. Excellent quality. $650 & up. Cadiz,
Kopperud Realty.
TIOLLYPARK 1 0 7 3 Ky. 522-8794.
12x65, 2 BR, good 38. Pets-Supplies
condition, insulated for
Northern zone. Re- TWO male beagles, 2
frigerator, stove, ceil- yrs. old, running. One
ing fan, underpinning, male setter. registered,
ac. included. Must be 2 yrs. old. One male
moved. $4500. Call 753- Brittany Spaniel, 8 yrs.
9873 or 436-5836.
old. Day 753-0406, night
SEVERAL 10' & 12' 436-2132.
for
mobile homes. Ideal
lake or rental, furnished 41. Public Sales
or unfurnished, AC.
Negotiable 753-5209.
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
2 OR 3 BR, furnished or
unfurnished, some new
furniture, natural gas.
electric, air conditioned. Shady Oaks
753-5209.
N
2 BR trailer, near
rray No pets. Call
489-2611.
NICE big mobile home,
central heat & air. No
children or pets, T.V.
tower. Call 492-8348
TRAILER for rent.
Dills Trailer Court.
29 Heating and Coolirtg
ASHLEY wood burning
stove with blower Good
condition $200 Phone
753-0420

BACKYARD
SALE
1505 Story Ave
Saturday
8-?
Gun rack, clothes,
books. Bridesmaid
dress with matching shoes-lilac,
prom dress-white,
household items,
crafts, asst. misc
Something
For Everyone'
MUST SELL
EVERYTHING'

I

GARAGE
SALE
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
Sept. 4, 5, & 6
8-?
Corner S. 9th
& Goodman
Big & tall mans
clothes,
ladies
clothes, recliner,
chairs, misc. items.

2 PARTY
YARD SALE
Saturday,
Sept. 6th
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
(41
/
2 miles south
of Murray on
Hwy. 641)
Household items,
books, toys, mans &
ladies
coats,
women's clothes,
and many, many
more items.
(Rain or Shine)

5 Party -Yard Sale
Sat., Sept. 6
8 am - 5 pm
208 S. 11th St.
Adult & Children fall &
winter clothes, new bunk
beds, twin beds, toys,
books, encyclopedias,
other odds and ends.
Cancelled in case of rain.
No early sales

Yard Sale
Hwy 121, 2
miles from New
Concord
Fri., Sat., Sun.
Furniture, collectibles,
glass, iron pots, and
dolls, small appliances,
Infant to adult clothes,
jeans, nick necks, much
more

YARD SALE
Fri., Sat. & Sun.
7 a.m. til ?
First house on left on
Hwy. 444 past New
Concord Store.
Flea market merchandise, some furniture,
small appliances, tires,
clothes, salt & plastic
flowers,
baskets,
jewelry, lot of new merchandise, odds & ends.

Garage
Sale
Sat., Sept 6
8 am til noon
Large variety of
good tiems. First
house south of Uncle Jeff's on 641.
Look for signs

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat. 8-5
1011 Olive
kitchen
Antique
cabinet, milk cans,
set,
dinette
refrigerator, all types
of household items._
Everything wM bi
sold
Saturday is MakeAn-Offer Day

Carport Sale
Friday &
Saturday
Office at Shady
Oaks Trailer
Court
Baby
Clothes,
maternity clothes,
10-14, lots of
other items.

Yard Sale
A-2 Coach
Estates
Sat., Sept 6
7 am til 3 pm
Baby bed, 2-14 kt
gold
necklaces,
stanley products,
half price and less,
range hood, double
bed, stereo, lamps

clothes

•

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 5, 1988

CLASSIFIEDS
37. Livestock-Supplies

38. Pets-SuppLies

REGISTERED AQHA
mare. Call 753-0834

PURE breed beagle
puppies, 7 weeks old,
$25. Call 753-3387

41. Public Sales

4 1 . Public Sales

Yard
Sale

Neighborhood
Garage Sale

Fri. & Sat.
Sept. 5 & 6
Feather pillows,
clothes, dishes &
miscellaneous
1103 Vine

Saturday
September 6
8:00 am

St.

1603 Catalina

Cancelled in case
of rain

Dr.

Public Sales

• 47.

Yard Sale

Sat., Sept 6
8 - 12
1208 S.
16th St.
Stroller,

rug,

Garage Sale

Garage
Sale
Sat. 8-3
701 Earl Ct.
Bicycles, cookware,
clothing of all sizesadult & children,
miscellaneous items

W.A.T.C.H.

Yard
Sale

(Work
Activities
Training Center for
the Handicapped) is
Sat. 8 till ?
in need of useable
641 4 miles
items for the annual
auction. Anyone inSoutlj of Murterested in donating
ray,
rn West
items may bring-I-18min
Rd. go
them to 702 Main or
call 759-1965 to ar-Small bike, toys,
range pickup. No

r---1 mile

clothes, infant
need & more

clothing please.

Yard
Sale

4 Family
Yard Sale

North
4th St.
Sat., Sept. 6
8:00 -?

;
,,404

Saturday
Only

Nice infant to adult
clothes, summer &
winter, household
items and "qls

121 South
1'h miles
8 til Dark

Huge

Yard Sale

Yard Sale
& Bake Sale

Sat., Sept. 6
7:30-?
4th St. &
Chestnut

Sat., Sept 6
7-?
Murray Middle
School Lawn

Country crafts, tiller,
clothes,
toddler
ladies
&
boys
clothes, bedspreads
& drapes, and lots
more.

Bargains for everyone, lots
of homemade goodies.
Sponsored by Murray LPN,
HOSA Students

Garage
Sale

2 Party
Yard Sale
1605 Magnolia Dr.
8-2
Sat., Sept. 6

Sat., Sept. 6
8 am to ?
1523 Beckett

suite,
Bedroom
lots of children's

Furniture, bicycle,

clothes, boy's and

fall clothes and
miscellaneous

girl's

2 Party

Yard Sale

Carport Sale

Sat. Sept 6

1408 Poplar
Sat., 8 am

1624 College
Farm Rd. Murray
from 8 am to 5 pm
Children's
and
women's clothes, toys,
playpen, infant dressing
table, couch, B & W
TV, fan, dishes, knick
knack and much, much

Baby boy's clothes,
baby carrier, girl's
clothes, larger men's
and women's clothes,
TV -cart, books,
magazines and records,
dishes, lots more

more

Carport Sale

3 Party

Sat. Only
8 til 4
610 South 9th

Yard Sale

Sat., Sept 6
8 am - ?
907 Pogue St.

Clothes galore Infant to adult,
many name brands
Polo
oe-Intuding
jeans, uniforms,
things,
baby
miscellaneous

Clothes, coins, furniture, small appliances, antiques
and

yard

tools

Cancelind in case
of rain.

Yard
Sale
Sat., Sept. 6
Approximately

FOR'SALE
1987 Yamaha 330
Warrior, 4 Wheel,
*2,000. 435-4236 or
after
433-4472
dark.

49

Used Cars

craft
materials, books,
clothes, adult's
and girl's clothes
3/4
household,

1957 2 DOOR Chevy
Belair, new paint &
interior, Keystone mags
& tires. 642-2458.
1967 MGB Roadster,
white, convertible, over
drive, many extras.
Excellent engine.
Partly restored. Good
investment. Lots of fun
at $2150. Call 753-6487.
1974 Ford Station Wagon, 9 passenger, looks
& runs good $400. Call
753-6930.
1976 NOVA, pa. pb, air,
automatic, good condition, good tires. 68,700
miles. $1100. Call 753Extra large wheel 3337 after 5p.m.
1977 CADILLAC. Kathechair. Used 2 rine
Lax. Call 489-2802
months. $500 firm
after 6 pm or 753-3142.
1978 MONTE Carlo. 1980
753-7852 after 6
Honda 650. Call 759-4554.
pm
1979 T-BIRD with less
than 50,000 actual miles,
T roof, super sharp. Call
753-8068 after 5p.m.
1980 PONTTAC Bonneville, excellent conFirst Time
dition, fully equipped, 2
owner car, high mileYard Sale
• age. Priced to sell. Call
753-3895 after 5p.m. &
South End
weekends.
Johnny Robertson Rd.
1981 CUTLASS, Celebrity edition, extra
Sat. 8-? & Sun. 1-?
equipment, $4350. Call
and
season
men
In
753-4445 after 4p.m.
women clothes, CCHS
1981 CUTLASg
band jacket, shoes,
Brougham, ps, pb, tilt,
jewelry, guitar, gas
cruise, power windows.
stove & low,of. nice
$3500. Call 438-2595.
'miscellaneous
1982 BUICK Regal, 6
cylinder, 2-dr., vinyl
household items.
top, ac, ps, pb, 91,000.
$4250. Call 738:1836.
1982 OLDSMOBILZ
4 3 . Real Estate
Regency. Fully equip3 ACRES more or less, ped. 4-door. 49,000
at Coldwater on miles. Excellent condiblacktop road with 3 BR tion. 753-7878.
mobile home plus 4 1083 CHEVE'rrE, exrooms added on. Also, 2 cellent condition, 22,000
BR mobile home, outs. miles, 4 dr. automatic,
ide buildings, shade ac, new tires, 31 mpg
trees, good well & guaranteed. $3,350. Call
septic. $14,000. Phone 753-7231.
489-2220.
1984 CAMERO, excellent
kOPPERUD Realty condition, over $700 worth
offers a complete range of new tires, struts,
of Real Estate services shocks, Pioneer Stereo.
with a wide selection of $7,700 firm. Call 753-0390.
quality home in the city 1984 WHITE Fiero,
& in the county. All 39,000 miles, local owprice ranges. Phone ner, excellent condition,
753-1222 for courteous, $7350. Call 753-6181.
competent Real Estate
'74 CHEVY Impala,
service. We make buy2-door, hard top, like
ing & selling Real
new, 39xxx miles, 1
Estate easy for you.
owner. $3450. Call 753WANTED farmland 7457.
Faxton Pottertown
MUSTANG, 4 cyl.,
Cherry Corner New '79
Concord area, 40 to 80 pb, ps, ac, auto., am-fm
cass., 3 door hatchback,
acres tillable. 436-2851.
white, good tires, good
bat. Clean. 492-8415.
44. Lots for Sale
79 TRANS AM, gold,
DONT miss this oppor. T-tops, a/c, p/s, p/b.
tunity to own 5. wooded $3500 or best offer.
acres only 1/2 mile 753-9792 or 753-0459 ask
from lake. The location for Jimmy.
is on KY 1918 near
Hamlin and Pine Bluff. '80 MALIBU Sports
All it takes is a small wagon, blue with blue
down payment and $141 interior, 'power & air.
per month for 36 Nice family car. $2500.
months This is at the Call 437-4607.
'82 OLDS Regency,
low Interest rate of
owner financing. Ken local, 1 owner, white
Shores Estates. with blue interior, Mit,
chelin tires, loaded with
753-7531.
LOT with septic tank, all the extras. Superb
water lines, everything condition. Only 45,000
ready for hook-up. miles. Extra good value
Located close to East at $7950. Phone 753-8702.

Sat., Sept. 6
415 So. 8th St.

Elementary School on
Locust Dr. Call 759-9748.
WOODED lots, various
sizes, Oakwood subdiyi.
sion, restrictions, city
water available, Fire
protection. 4 miles from
Murray. Call 753-7551.
45. Farms for Sale

8 am

Motorcycles

Yard
Sale

Saturday, Sept 6
1103 Olive St.
6 am to 4 pm
Treadmill. portable wheipool,
turntable, amplifier, record
player, jewelry, women's
clothes (small & medium),
men's clothes large and slurps), shoes, leather chair and
Harringtonottoman.
Richerdson11940's). 12 wage
single shotgun, lie new glass
showcase, much more
Rain or Shine

_

41

7 Party

Yard Sale
•

3

miles North of Murray on Hwy 641
Lots of childrens

clothes and other
odds & ends.

Saturday
7 am - 1 pm
- 1700 Main
Clothes, home interiors, small appliances, water bed.
etc. Canceled if rain.

3 FARMS- #1.60 acres, 0227 acres, 43- 55 acres.
Call 489-2382 anytime.
46. Homes for Sale

50. Used Trucks
1953 CHEVY, 2 door,
43,000 actual miles.
Runs & drives good.
Interior good shape,
very dependable. $1200
or best offer. 753-0910
ask for Tom or 753-6764.
1973 FORD 3/4 ton
pickup, runs good, $325.
Call 753-8838 after
3:30p.m.
1971 JEEP CJ-5, has
cab, metal top, good
tires, good condition,
75,000 original miles.
Call 759-1484 after 5p.m.
1975 FORD 1/2 ton
pickup with topper, V-8,
ps. Good shape, runs
well
‘
, $1650. Call
753-6487.
1977 DODGE Ram
Charger. 4 wheel drive
Also, diamond ring. Call
753-8129.
78 CHEVY van, black
with tan interior, new
front tirais, chrome
wheels, partially insulated & paneled inside. Can be seen at
Shady Oaks Trailer 045
after 6:30. Asking $2200.
price negotiable

2 BR, new vinyl siding,
heat pump/AC. 1 acre
lot, city water,
workshop, storage
building, $29,000. Lynn
Grove 435-4432.
3 BEDROOM house in
Panorama Shores, lot
size, 90x150. Owner
iiitzer sell. Price
reduced to $24,000.
1-443-9960 after 5• 30p m
3 BR brick, vacant, only
$37,500. Also, new 2 BR.
VA and FHA approved.
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898.
7 ROOM house, garden
space. Call 753-6940.
r OR sale by owner 1
BR brick ranch, $40,000
52 Boats-Motors
Call 759 1909 or 7624632.
SECLUDED 3 bedroom, 1982 PROCRAFT
2 bath, brick home on 15 bass boat, 150 Merculw
acres east of Murray. motor, temp. gauge, 2
$79,900. Phone 436 5574.
locators, trolling motor,
Super insulated 2 or 3 turbo prop, ski ladder &
BR home with passive other extras. Custom
solar green house, 2 made for crappie fish.
baths, large kitchen & ing at factory. 753-1323.
dining area. Also, cen- after 5p.m. 753-5763.
tral heat & air. Nice 1983 RAJA, 280 Mei.-.
corner lot $48,500. 753
cruiser I.O., walk-thru
0563 Tripp Williams, windshield. Call 436Broker & SOLAR 5356 or 753-1935
HOME BUILDERS.
53. Services Offered
47. Motorcycles
2 MEN want to do yard
1981 HARLEY David-- v,ork Tree trimming.
son Low Rider, always removal of unwanted
garaged, 13,000 miles. 1 trees & shrubbery, mow
owner. $39150 firm. Call' yards. light hauling &
759.4063 8a.m.-5p.m.
Wood for sale Free
1984 V-65 MACNA. 2006 estimates. 753-0680 or
759-1683.
miles. Call 753-8555
1986 HONDA 250-R 3. DAVE'S Window
wheeler, like new. Call Cleaning Residential
after 5p.m. 753-5624.
commercial, one & two
'HARLEY Davidson golf story References 10,,
cart, new top, $375. Call Senior Citizen discount
758.9873 or 438-5836
438-5488.
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Services Offered

ALL type masonry
work, block, brick,
concrete, driveways,
sidewalks, patios, house
foundations, new
chimneys or chimney
repair. 25 years experience. Free estimates. Call Charles
Barnett 753-5476
APPLIANCE REPAIR Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, dishwashers
refrigerators, etc. Earl
Lovett. 354-6956 or 7535341.
APPLIANCE
SERVICE. Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 23 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Service, 202 S. 5th St.
Business 753-4872, 4365848 (home).
APPLIANCE repair.
washers- dryers.
refrigerators- ranges.
air cond. George Hodge
& Son, 10 Dixieland
Shopping Center 75346439.
CARPET installation,
professional service.
Also repairs. Satisfaction guaranteed. Glenn
Bebber 759-1247.
TREATED decks- for
less, precision built, any
size. 103 discount for
retired citizens. Free
estimates. L E
Williams 489-2663.
CONTRACTOR- carpentry, painting. Big or
small we do it all
Quality work done for
less. Free estimates
489-2663.
WILL do bushhogging.
Call 753-7746 or 753-9615.

Yearry's Tree
& Yard Service
Free Estimates
Phone 436-2562
753-0789
Experienced
D&G Builders. Experienced builders of
houses, garages &
storage buildings. Call
474-8000.
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.

53

Services Offered

GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, siding. NO JOB
TO SMALL. Free es'
timates. Days 753-6973,
nights 474-2276.
GENERAL Building
Repair- 20 years experience. Roofing &
painting, indoor & outdoor. Odd jobs. No job
to small. 474-8057.
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gut•
ters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.

ALUMINUM
SERVICE CO.:,
Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim
work. References.
Call Will Ed Bailey
733-0689
HAMILTON Cultured
Marble, tops- sinks'
panels, custom made
vanities. Free Est, 7539400,
INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA approved. Save on those
high heating and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimate.
J.L. McKnight & Sons
Sawmill on Poor Farm
Rd. Buyer of standing
timber. Call 753-7528.
JOINER'S complete
tree service, 32 yrs.
experience. Also,
stumps mechanically
removed 10" below
surface. Call 753-0366.
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. For all
your carpet & upholstery cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753-5827.
Satisfied references.
LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
commercial. Heating
and air condition, gas
installation and repair.
PhOne 753-7203.

ROOFING
Metal & Shingles.
Aluminum & Vinyl
Siding.
Free estimates.

Call 759-1600

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Gold
Closed
'
Yesterday
404.50
Opened
Today
409.75
Up
5.25

53

Silver
Closed
Yesterday
Opened
Today
Up

5.34
5.42
.08

Compliments of:
VERNON'S PAWN SHOP
713 S. 12th Murray. Ky. 42071
753 7113
We buy Gold, Silver & Diamonds
We loon money on anything of value
Hours: 10.6 Daily, Closed Sunday

Shelter Insurance Company MI offer for sale to
the highest bidder a 1980 Oldsmobile Cutlass 69,000 miles, automatic, p.s., p.b., air condition,
cruise, tilt wheel, power seats. AM-FM radio, rear
window defroster.
The vehicle will be available for inspection from 9
a.m. to 5p.m. Mon.-Fri. at The Shelter Insurance Office on North 5th Street in Murray.
All bids should be dearly marked as "Auto Bid"
and mailed to Shelter Insurance, P.O. Box 823, Murray, Ky. 42071. Bids will be accepted thru 9-13-86
and the high bid notified prior to 9-17-86. Shelter Ins.
Co. reserves the right to reject all bids. Buyer will be
responsible for all sales tax & transfer fees

Services Offered

ROOFING, Siding,
Concrete work, Ad
ditions, Painting,
General Carpentry.
P.A. Molony
753 8628.
Free Estimates.
SEWING Machine Re
pair. All makes and
models. Home & In
dustrial. Bag closing
machines. Also scissor
sharpening. 40 yrs.
experience. All work
guaranteed. Kenneth
Barnhill, 753'2674,
Stella, Ky.
SUMMER is the time to
either deadwood; or
remove diseased and/or unwanted trees.
For all your needs- call
Bover's Tree Service'
the professionals at
753-0338.
1&D FIRE EXTINGUISHER SERVICE. Sales- service installation of all types
of fire extinguither &
range hood fire suppression systems.
Licensed & bonded.
753-9260.
TREES, limbs, bushes
pruned or removed,
brush clean-ups, etc.
Call Jerry at 759-4808 or
759-9661 7 eves.
SURE-Way stump removal. No lawn damage. Low, inexpensive
rates. For free estimates- call 753-5484 or
437-4752.

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service
Installing

city

Services Offered

53

Are you tired
of birds
building nests
in your
chimney?

Phone 753-3480
after 5 p.m.
Free Estimates

53

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed_ Call or
write Mprgan Construction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1-442 7026.
WE buy, sell & repair
air conditioners. Dill
Electric 759 1577.
56

Free Column

FREE- 5 adorable kittens. Call *435-4268.
FREE kitten_ Call 7538265.

*DERRY'S
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
8 CUSTOM WOODWORKING
OVER
20 YEARS
EXPERIENCE
SOLID WOOD

•
•
•

CABINETS a,
•
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Watnut
• Cherry •
•
Birch • Oak
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES•
KITCHEN CAEUNET TOPS • VANITIES
•
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE di FURNITURE REFINISHING
•
COMPETITIVE HMIS Drop Sy S Soo Our Display

753-5940•
Sunbury Circle
•••••••• OOOOOOOOOOO ••

•409

115 South 13th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-753-3492

SALES • RENTALS
Chemicals•Maintenance
-O

753-9224
30 Years Experience

Irrigation -Residential

CAMPBELL WELL
DRILLING
McKenzie, To
Call Collect.
901-352-3671 or
901-352-5704
Free Estimates

TOMMY SANDERS
SALES REPRESENTATIVE FOR
BROWN & BIGELOW
Specialty Advertising
(502) 753-3299
Norman Rockwell Calendars - Balloons Pens - Matches - Yearly Date Planners
4000 Specialty items to choose from

Lovely Gatesboro Tr -level
Residence in immaculate condition. Newly carpeted throughout,
new central heating and cooling
system, built-in hot tub, attractively
decorated. Large backyard with
trees, garden area and covered
patio. Jusrreduced to $72,500.
Owner will consider trade.
Contact

Kopperud Realty
753-1222

Grandparents Week...
September 12, 1986
Show off your grandchildren by inserting their
photo in The Ledger and Times on Friday, Sept.
12, 1986.
Name of Grandparents
Photo
Cost $5.00 each
Name of Child

Jessica Nan Miller
Granddaughter of
Mr & Mrs. Robert M Miller
Mr. & Mrs Norville Cole

Brandon Dale James
Grandson of
Rev. & Mrs. Richard Holt I
Mr & Mrs. Charles James

COUPON
Please Insert my Grandchild(s) photo in your paper (Photo
Enclosed).
Name of Child
Name of Grandparents

Enclosed is $5.00 per photo or bill me at the following
address.
Name:
Address:
Nail To: The Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, Ky. 42071

41A

MURRAY
HOT TUBS

sewer, water lines
& septic tanks. All
_types backhoe
work.

MITCHELL Paving.
Commercial, residential. Large or
small. 30 years ex
perience. Call 753-1537.
MOBILE HOME
Specialist Repair and
preventative maintenance. Roofs, floors,
plumbing, wiring,
hurricane straps. 7594850.
MOODY'S Mower
Repair- pickup and
delivery. All work
guaranteed. Call- 7535668.
MOWING, hawing,
pruning, plantings. Call
Jerry at 759-4808 or
759-9661 7 eves.
ODD lob specialist,
ceiling fans, electrical,
plumbing, fencing. You
name it, I do it. You
buy, I install. You
break, I fix. Calf 4362868 evenings.
PAINTING= Paper
hanging, commerical or
residential, Free estimates, References. 25
years experience,
Tremon Farris 759-1987
WILL do bushhogging
and order gardens. Call
753-8590.

0.

Services Offered

Samantha Gibbs
Granddaughter of
Mrs Louise Hill
Mr. & Mrs James Gibbs II

Extra copies of paper
available to send to relatives.
Original photo returned
after page appears in paper.
Deadline for copy - 12 noon
Sept. 10, leee.
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Georgia attorney paid
$250,000 for services

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 5, 1986

„OBITUARIES
Mrs. Nola A. Yarnell

MSU-TV Channel 11
will show comedies

An episode from each his love for his wife and
ton, said he donated to
Mrs. Nola A. Yarnell, Nevin Olga)(
Hoover, of four popular situation children.
-Butchers -defense -as -a -PA- or Kettering, Ohio, Texas, and Mrs. John comedies from the early
"The Goldbergs,"
gesture of friendship.
died Wednesday at 11:05 (Roberta) Diamond, 1950s will be broadcast which made its television
"I don't know all that p.m. at St. Elizabeth Xenia, Ohio; one step- on MSU-TV Channel 11 debut in 1949 after
he's done, but I tell you Hospital, Dayton, Ohio. son, Lloyd Yarnell and during September, ac- several years as a radio
... it tugged at my heart
905, in wife, Phyllis, Texas; cording to Al Greule,sta- classic, will be shown the
.
Born Sept. 234
week of Sept. 8. The proto see a man of his Calloway Count,
v she nine grandchildren; tion manager.
status in handcuffs like was the daughter of the nine stepgrandchildren;
The programs - — gram 'Oars Gertrude
that," Oakley said.
late Thomas H. 11 great-grandchildren; "Make Room for Dad- Berg as Molly Goldberg
"I wrote him a check Lawrence and Peachie 11 stepgreat- dy," "The Goldbergs," and depicts individual
"The Stu Erwin Show," relationships in a Jewish
from my own account. Bridges Lawrence. She grandchildren.
... I didn't want to be a was a member of EmServices will be Satur- and "Meet Millie" — will family in the Bronx.
"The Stu Erwin Show"
fair-weather friend," manuel Baptist Church, day at 10 a.m. in the be aired on Channel 11
chapel of Morris Sons under the title The began its five-year run in
said Oakley, now an at- Dayton.
torney in Livingston,
Survivors are her hus- Funeral Home, Dayton. Golden Years of Televi- 1950 titled "Trouble with
Tenn.
band, Willard Yarnell; The Rev. Nile Fisher sion. The sitcoms are be- Father." Erwin stars as
ing offered through an one of the first father
Cook said he - was two daughters, Mrs. will ofecilite.
The body will 'be arrangement with the figures on television
asaured before accep- Robert (Betty J.
ting the payments that Hume, Kettering, and returned for burial at National College Televi- depicted as loveable but
bumbling. His real-life
the money was not But- Mrs. William (Peggy Scotts Grove Cemetery, sion Network.
Each episode will air wife June Dollyer plays
cher's. His statements A.)"Cook, Centerville, Murray, with graveside
his wife in the show. The
were made in a deposi- Ohio; two sons, James ,rites there Monday at 10 five times a week at 7:30
episode will air the week
tion taken by Neal T. Cain and wife, a.m. The Rev. Heyward p.m. Mondays,3:30 p.m.
of Sept. 15.
Melnick, an attorney for Virginia, and John D. Roberts will officiate. Tuesdays, 4:30 and 8:30
Elana Verdugo stars
6:30
p.m.
Thursdays
and
Butcher's bankruptcy Cain and wife, Jan, Can- J.H. Churchill Funeral
as
a
Manhattan
p.m.
Fridays.
brother,
one
Home will be in charge
trustee which is collec- ton, Ohio;secretary
in "Meet
of
episode
A
1953
ting his assets for Terry H. Lawrence and of local arrangements,
Millie," which was first
Dad"Make
Room
for
Murray.
but there will be no
distribution to his wife, Sallie,
broadcast in 1952.
Also surviving are two visitation scheduled dy" starring Danny F,lorence Hallop is
creditbrs.
Thomas is being shown
Mrs.
stepdaughters,
here.
Cook defended Butthis week. The plot featured in the role of
cher on charges of mail,
centers around Thomas, Millie's matchmaking
wire and securities
a nightclub entertainer mother. The program is
fraud. Butcher and, copulled between his pro- scheduled the Week of
Services for Mrs.
Survivors are two
defendant James E.
fessional obligations and Sept. 22.
Steiner were acquitted Elsie Mae Davis Doss daughters, Mrs. Alice
of those charges last will be Saturday at 2 James of Murray and
p.m. in the chapel of Mrs. Stinson; one son,
Saturday.
Federal-State Market News Ser1106.1541.25
(I8 2-3 va-sse lb..
Byrn Funeral Home, Howard Usher Yar- vice
160.7540.75
US 3-4 256410 lb..
September 5, 11106
Keitocky Purchase Area Hog
Mayfield. The Rev. bough.,,, San Diego,
Market Report Includes 6 Raying
Sows
James Miller will ("stilt; one sister, Mrs. Stations
(Cont'd from page 8)
US 14 276.350 lb..
052.00-55.00
officiate.
Virginia Higgins,
Iteceipic Act. 045 Est. 1060 Bar$51.06-56.00
US 14 915-460 lb..
Seventh and Poplar
rows & Gas 1.004.25 lower Sows
the LaitSr" at 7p.m. ser1235.4044.50
US 14 4541440 lbs.
Mayfield; one brother, steady
to
1.00
lower.
11511.5141140
John Dale, minister, vice at First Baptist
US 14 Over 500 lbs.
Burial will follow in JeLf Davis Jr., VS 14 00-256 lb..
161.1641.26
1131.11124510
Us 2-11 0110400 An.
will speak about "Better Chump.
$511.2541.25
Farmington Cemetery.
Owensboro_; 20 grand- US 1.1110400 lb..
Rears $44.111141M1
Homes; Skip the
Wayne Halley will
Friends may call at children; 15 greatGardens" with scrip- direct the music with the funeral home after 5 grandchildren.
ture from Ephesians Joan Bowker and Alene p.m. today (Friday).
She was preceded in
5:22-25 and 6:1-4 at 8:30 Knight as accomGM QUAUTY
Mrs. Doss, 72, died death by another
and 10:40 a.m. services panists. The Adult Choir Wednesday at the home daughter, Mrs.
SERVICE PARTS
...almatt_..!!The, Com- will sing "Have Faith In of a daughter, Mrs. Jane Ma rg aret—Franeee
pany We Keep' with God" at morning .hour Stinson, Rockford, Ill.
Black.
Keep The Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Parts
scripture from I Corin- and a special concert of
thians 15:33 at 6 Am. songs with Fred Ashby
4
service at Seventh and as trumpeter and Laura
for 36 months
Poplar Church of Christ. Jones as narrator at
Assisting will be Jerzy - evening hour. Bill
48 months
Bolls, Jamie Potts, Jay Adams Jr. will be
GMAC Finacing
Lamb, Gene McDougal, 'deacon of the week.
8 Oz. NEW YORK STRIP
On all 1986 Passenger Cars. El Caminos; CRC 10-20
Dan Grimes, Lorin WatIncludes choice of
Pickups, 2 & 4 Wheel Drive; S-10 Pickups, 2 & 4 Wheel
CORRECTION
- son, Keith Farley:
potato, tossed salad'
Drive; S-10 Blazers, 2& 4 Wheel Drive; C/K Blazers; SubrThe Associated Press
James Thurmond,
bens and G Cargo Vans
& French bread.
Richard Duke, Bill Iyix, reported erroneously
Thurs., Fri. & Sat. Sept. 4th-6th
If you decide not to take advantage of the QMAC FinanTodd Bohannon, James 'Wednesday in a roundup
cing You Nray Qualify For Rebates from
Gibson and Charles T. of primary election
ALL YOU CAN EAT BONELESS
Grogan. Bible classes results that no
FISH OR CATFISH STEAKS
Republican had
will start at 9:50 a.m.
represented Atlanta's
FirstBaptist,
Dr. Greg Earwood, 5th Congressional
$450 •Every Thurs., Fri. & Sat. Evening
pastor, will speak about District since
"Called to Salvation" Reconstruction.
with scripture from I Republican Fletcher
Corinthians 1:26-31 at Thompson represented
641 S. Alorroy
1134611
1906 Coldwater Rd.
759-1864
serVice and the district from 1967 to
about "The Doctrine of 1972.
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — Bobby - 44eeCook, the defense attorney who helped C.H.
Butcher Jr. win acquittal on fraud charges,
was paid $250,000 by
Butchet's friends, according to cou.rt
documents.
Cook received $100,000
through theAtlanta law
firm of Alston & Bird,
another 8100,000 from
California businessman
Bill Geary and $50,000
from former state insurance commissioner
Millar Oakley, according to statements from
Cook riled Thursday in
U.S. District Court.
Geary would not comment when,contacted at
h-is Santa Monica
business.
Neil Williams,
. managing partner of
Alston & Bird, said the
law firm's contribution
was actually a donation
by a client who wished
to remain anonymous.
Oakley, who was insurance commissioner
from 1975-79 under
former Gov. Ray Blan-

Davis Doss
Mrs. Elsie Mae
•

Hog market report listed

Churches...

m M.E.

2.9%
4.8%,for

'425.

300 to 1000

Homeplace Family Restaurant

A Blue Dot must be
attached to your tube
as diagram below
indicates.
The Blue Dot is a signal to your
carrier that you are a subscriber
,of the Murray Ledger & Times).

DWAIN
TAYLOR

counnitourr, INC.

Overby Honda's
Clearance Sale on
86 Road Bikes
Largest Discounts Ever Offered on
Current Model Motorcycles in this
area. Plus: Free Florida Vacation or
Camera on Units 500 CC & larger.
List Price Discount Sale Price
Sport Bikes
$200
$1,798
250 Rebel
$1,598
$2,098 •
$2,398
$300
450 Rebel
$2,798
$3,398
$600
500 interceptor
$3,148
$650
$3,798
700 Shadow
$3,198
Nighthawk
S
700
$3,898
$709
Touring Bikes
.....1200..intorstate
1200 Aspencade

$6,698
$8498

$1,209_____
$6,998
$1,500

1200 SEI Special Edition Demo
Ultimate 2/wheel luxury vehicle, color matched
helmets, complete sound system, other extras
1,ist Price Discount Sale Price
$9,980
$12,080 $2,100

Similar Savings on Mini Bikes in Stock

OVER-BYHONDA
753-4092

Bel-Air Center

Let us
show you
the town.
Loretta Jobs Rftltors

753-1492
OFFICE OPEN FRIDAY NIGHT TILL 7:00
LOCATED 1200 SYCAMORE ST.

Put Number 1 to work for you:

Please put blue dot here

The Murray Ledger & Times
Circulation Department
753-1916

•

SPACIOUS BEDROOMS
(Up to 17'), spacious living room
plus den imp to 34'). Add a sun
room and you have over 3000 sq.
ft. of liveability. Call Bob
(753-1492) now.

OWNER WANTS OFFER
Whatever it takes. We'll work it
out. 1978 splitlevel, 4 bedrooms,
2 baths, immaculate in every
way. Call James 753-1492.

EASY COUNTRY LIVING
Spacious home. Beautiful neutral
tones throughout. Workshop,
sateWte. You'll like what you
see. Call Marie to view.

MASTER SUITE WMI PATIO
Space for hobbies in utility area,
kitchen sparkles with new floor
covering. Call Mary Jane.
753-1492.

OUR BEST BUY!
three bedroom brick only 830,000.
Call 753-1492. Ask for Carol or
Mary Jane.

LET THE APARTMENT PAY
your mortgage payment on this
while you reside in the 3
bedroom, 2 bath, two story. Call
Mary lane- to viinv. 753-1492.
.•

APARTMENT LIVING
at its best! Convenient to shopping and luxurious living with
pool. Call Mary Jane for your
showing. 753-1492.

BEAUTIFUL COUNTRY SETTING
Just 8 miles from Murray. Includes
spacious 3 BR home and I BR house
suitable for guest house or rental
unit. Large workshop, barn, many
large shade and fruit trees, grape
.spot.
vine. garden area. An idyllic
Call Marie to see today.

MOVE RIGHT IN TODAY
Furniture is

yours too. Land•

scaped lot with patio. Call Carol
or Mary Jan,for your showing.
763-1492.

